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JARMILA NOVOTNÁ: Department of Mathematics and Mathematical Education, Charles

University in Prague, Czech Republic
DEMETRA PITTA-PANTAZI: Department of Education, University of Cyprus, Cyprus

Symposium on Elementary Maths Teaching (SEMT)
The conference Symposium on Elementary Maths Teaching (SEMT) is focused on the
teaching of mathematics to children within the age-range 5–12 years. Its genesis started
with the common belief of colleagues involved in elementary mathematics teaching and
research in this domain that there was a lack of a platform for discussing the items of
interest in mathematics for this age range. All other international scientific events were
not specialised to this age range and it resulted in the lack of space for discussing deeply
specific questions related to it.
SEMT is a biannual conference. The 9th Symposium being in August 2007, we can
easily calculate that the 1st SEMT took place in August 1991. When conceived, a child
has two parents. Our child, SEMT, also has two parents – two colleagues from Charles
University in Prague, Michaela Kaslová and Jarmila Novotná. Conceived in 1990,
SEMT was born in 1991 as the only conference focusing on teaching and learning of
elementary mathematics. For SEMT, it were not only the parents who helped the child
to grow up, it has had a number of aunts, uncles and friends who helped him to develop.
The child grew up, developed, and adopted new ideas. But all the time, the main
orientation towards teaching and learning of elementary mathematics was maintained.
Getting older, it met new people who helped its development. They were Czechs as well
as colleagues from abroad and they all influenced its face.
Each SEMT focuses of one important main topic of elementary mathematics teaching.
The development from general topics towards more specific problems of elementary
mathematics teaching can be easily recognised from the main topics of all nine SEMTs:
•

1991: The teaching of mathematics to elementary mathematics pupils

•

1993: The changing face of elementary mathematics

•

1995: Geometry and word problems for elementary mathematics

•

1997: Assessment and evaluation
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•

1999: How the world of mathematics emerges from everyday experiences of
children

•

2001: What is meant by the competence and confidence of people involved in the
teaching of elementary mathematics

•

2003: Knowledge starts with pre-conceptions

•

2005: Understanding the environment of the classroom

•

2007: Approaches to teaching Mathematics at the Elementary level

SEMT brings together elementary teachers, student teachers and teacher educators and
researchers from all parts of the world. This is reflected in both the participants
attending and those giving lectures and workshops. Among participants we can find
colleagues from most countries in Europe, the Middle East, Japan, Australia and
America. This mix of nationalities and the return of many old friends contribute
considerably to the warmth and friendliness, which epitomises the SEMT conferences.
The multi-nationality basis of SEMT conferences helps to clear any ideas we might
have that all the problems in the teaching of mathematics is in an individual country or
even institution. Brief discussions with fellow participants quickly make the participants
aware that many of the most difficult matters are common in many countries and that
talking about them with each other helps and sometimes provides a solution.
Many new ideas for helping teachers to make mathematics both a meaningful and
enjoyable subject have been exchanged during SEMTs. It has also helped new
colleagues/post-graduate students to present their first papers to a discerning
international audience.
SEMT has become an important international event with a high scientific as well as
social standard. It has become an important junction where much international
cooperation and a number of friendships have their origin.
It is not sure how many times an event has to occur before it can be called traditional (it
seems that the media think that if something happens once that the second time it occurs
a tradition has been set), however we can properly say that the biannual conference of
the Symposium on Elementary Mathematics Teaching is now an established tradition
since in 2009 there will be the tenth such conference. Its topic is: The development of
mathematical understanding. We cordially invite all colleagues interested in elementary
mathematics teaching to come to Prague in August 2009 and to participate in SEMT 09
scientific as well as social activities.
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Papers published in this issue
The papers published in this Special Issue have one common feature: All authors were
plenary speakers of SEMT 05 or 07. Their articles in the issue are closely connected
with their plenaries.
N. Bednarz: Analysis of a Collaborative Research Project. A Researcher and a Teacher
Confronted to Teaching Mathematics to Students Presenting Difficulties (SEMT 05,
plenary: Bednarz, N.: A Mathematics Teaching Approach in “Weak Classes”: A
Passage from Elementary to Secondary Level Rooted in Meaning Making Construal)
This article deals with an important issue – teaching mathematics in weak classes, more
particularly in underprivileged schools. The research shows that students encounter
important difficulties in mathematics, live repeated failure, which helps to explain their
negative relation towards mathematics and their learning. These difficulties are
particularly present during the transition between primary to secondary school. In the
paper, the importance of the work in context, manipulations and changes of registers is
documented. A collaborative research run by both teachers and the researcher was
conducted with a group of weak students in the perspective of the possible significant
learning of mathematics and a different relation to mathematical knowledge for these
students. In the paper, the roles of participants in such a collaborative work, the fields of
their separated responsibilities as well as the domain of common decisions are
documented.
P. Scherer: Low Achievers Solving Context Problems – Opportunities and Challenges
(SEMT 07, plenary: Scherer, P.: Investigating Children Learning Mathematical
Argumentation in the Classroom Environment)
This article focuses on the problems that low achievers have while solving context
problems. It suggests that low achievers do not simply face difficulties with
calculations. They often have difficulties in understanding a situation, a given text, a
picture or finding an appropriate representation for their ideas. These problems are
illustrated through specific examples presented in the article. The article then addresses
the different requirements that are necessary to solve context problems and emphasises
the importance of modelling and mathematizing. Petra Scherer suggests that in order to
facilitate low-achievers a variety of problems should be presented to them, their own
strategies should be supported, basic mathematical knowledge should be emphasised
and more conscious selection should be made to the numerical data used.
B. Sarrazy: Analysis of the Didactical Effects of Conception of the Wording of
Arithmetic Problems. (SEMT 05, plenary: Sarrazy, B. & Novotná, J.: Didactical
contract: Theoretical Frame for the Analysis of Phenomena of Teaching Mathematics)
This article offers the anthropo-didactical approach as a powerful tool for developing
phenomena from the theory of didactical situations in mathematics (TDSM). The basic
TDSM concept dealt with is the didactical contract. The responsiveness to it is
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presented as a factor influencing significantly the success of teaching/learning process.
The relations to choosing sets of problems appropriate for an individual student, for a
group of students or generally are documented by the case of arithmetic problems. The
anthropo-didactical approach enables the author to bring in also external factors (family,
society, socio-cultural environment) for both students and teachers.
H. Steinbring: Children’s Ways of Mathematical Argumentation in the Classroom
Environment. (SEMT 05, plenary: Steinbring, H.: Children’s Ways of Mathematical
Argumentation in the Classroom Environment).
The article by Heinz Steinbring is based on his book “The Construction of new
mathematical knowledge in classroom interaction – An epistemological perspective”. It
explores the specific forms and conditions of mathematical communication in the
primary school mathematics classroom. The author suggests that mathematical
discourse among researching mathematicians and among learning students is very
different. While mathematical argumentation in science is explicit, unambiguous and
strict, the mathematical communication among learning students is based on concrete
examples, every day descriptions and their personal judgements. To illustrate this point,
two case studies of two school children are presented. The article concludes that
irrespective of these differences between researching mathematicians and learning
students, students are able to construct new mathematical knowledge with their own
explanations, interpretations and argumentations.
R. Zazkis: Number Theory in Mathematics Education: Queen and Servant (SEMT 07,
plenary: Zazkis, R.: Number Theory in Mathematics Education: Queen and Servant)
The unique position of the number theory in mathematics is well known from the whole
human history. The role of a “queen” was explicitly expressed by important
mathematicians like e.g. K.F. Gauss but implicitly it is present in most of mathematical
“big” ideas. Being a queen does not mean only a dominant position through the whole
history of the development of mathematics but if includes also the role of a “servant”
for many fields of mathematics. In the paper, the elementary number theory is presented
from both queen and servant perspectives. Findings are illustrated by examples.
J.M. Watson: The Development of Statistical Understanding at the Elementary School
Level. (SEMT 07, plenary: Watson, J.M.: The Development of Statistical Understanding
at the Elementary School Level)
This article presents a developmental picture of statistical understanding from early
childhood across to the middle school years. This developmental picture can be useful
to educators, curriculum planners and researchers in two fundamental ways. Firstly, it
offers the possibility to pin point where students are at the developmental sequence, and
secondly, it indicates the kind of activities that are necessary to facilitate their
movement to higher levels of understanding. In this article, Jane Watson offers
examples of tasks reflecting the development of understanding and suggests that
exposure to these or similar tasks offer pathways for students’ development in statistical
understanding.
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K. Ruthven: Towards a Calculator-Aware Number Curriculum. (SEMT 07, plenary:
Ruthven, K.: Towards a Calculator-Aware Number Curriculum)
The article by Kenneth Ruthven examines what educators and policy-makers may learn
from a pioneering effort to develop a “calculator aware” number curriculum. It
considers pedagogical strategies in which calculators can contribute and then discusses
pieces of research which examined the long-term impact of such curricula. It suggests
that the most important long-term impact of calculator-aware curricula was on students’
attitudes and abilities in mental calculations. It was found that students, who
participated in calculator-aware curricula, were more inclined to calculate mentally and
use powerful strategies. The article concludes that a calculator-aware curriculum is not
simply a curriculum which makes use of calculators, nor it is completely “calculatorbased”. It is also stressed that such a curriculum cannot be designed around a
conventional curriculum. Careful planning, well-thought sequences of activities are
necessary to support the progression of children’s learning.
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Analysis of a Collaborative Research Project.
A Researcher and a Teacher Confronted to Teaching Mathematics to
Students Presenting Difficulties
NADINE BEDNARZ: Département de Mathématiques, Université du Québec à Montréal

ABSTRACT: Teaching mathematics to students presenting learning difficulties is very
challenging both to practitioners and researchers in mathematics education. On the one
hand, research studies conducted in this field show the complexity of learning
phenomenon in these classrooms, students facing important interrelated difficulties,
living repeated failure, which help explain their negative relation to mathematics and
learning (Perrin-Glorian, 1993; Charlot, Bautier & Rochex, 1992; Bloch & Salin,
2004; Bloch, 2007; Bednarz & Saboya, 2007). On the other hand, research studies
focused on analysis of practices also show the difficulties encountered by teachers who
work in these classes (Peltier, 2007; Butlen, Peltier & Pezard, 2002). These data raise
the issue of elaborating teaching situations which could contribute for students to a
significant learning of mathematics and a different relation to mathematical knowledge,
taking into account both teachers’ constraints, knowledge we have of their practice in
these classrooms so that these situations could be viable for teachers. From that
perspective, a collaborative research was conducted. We will expose the foundations of
the intervention co-constructed by the researcher and the teacher, and will explain how
students evolved during our year-long intervention.
Key words: Mathematics education, mathematics learning difficulties, mathematics
teaching to students presenting difficulties, practices analysis in classrooms with
students presenting difficulties, collaborative research.
INTRODUCTION
For several years, the education system as a whole, both at primary, secondary and
postsecondary level, is confronted in schools with an increase in the rate of students
with learning difficulties, often leading to failure rates (Hrimech, Théorêt, Hardy &
Gariepy, 1993; Tardif & Presseau, 2000). These students either are integrated in regular
classes with the support of a remedial teacher, or are gathered in specific classes in
which support measures are set up. They are also grouped in special education classes1.
1

In Quebec, since nearly thirty years, students with learning difficulties constitute the most important part
of the population of students with special needs (Tardif & Presseau, 2000).
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The issue of intervening with these students is therefore socially an important stake,
more specifically in mathematics teaching, mathematics being with mother tongue
learning, two fields in which students encounter the most difficulties. These difficulties
are more evident at secondary level as reported in studies carried out in weak classes of
underprivileged areas (Perrin-Glorian, 1993; Bednarz, Lajoie, Théorêt & Poirier, 2007),
or at elementary level (Bednarz et al., 2007; Bednarz, 2005). Many students indeed
have repeated a grade at elementary level, encountered difficulties at Cycle Two and
Three, even in some cases since first year at elementary school. These difficulties seem
also to be of particular importance during the transition from elementary to secondary
level of schooling where they increase in relation to the learning of complex
mathematical concepts which characterizes this passage. So, such difficulties can be
observed in the passage to rational numbers (Perrin-Glorian, 1993), in the transition
from arithmetical to algebraic thinking (Bednarz & Janvier, 1996; Saboya, 2003;
Bednarz & Saboya, 2007) or from empirical geometry to deductive geometry (Salin,
2003). They are also linked to the different ways in which mathematical teaching is
approached at each of these levels.
The issue2 of intervention in classes of students with learning difficulties is thus, as
shown before, an important social stake. It raises for the community of mathematics
education researchers devoted to this issue fundamental didactical questions:
What do we know about the complex didactical phenomena occurring in these
classrooms with regard to students learning and teaching?
Which constraints help better understand, shed light on the ways mathematics
teaching is approached in these classes? What are the challenges faced by the
adapting of the teaching of mathematics to this category of students?
What are the promising avenues in the teaching of mathematics to students
presenting learning difficulties?
We focused on the issue of teaching mathematics in classes of students presenting
learning difficulties3, more specifically at the key time of the transition between
elementary and secondary school. Before outlining our research project, we will present
some data from previous studies in an attempt to better understand the complexity of the
didactical phenomena that took place in these classes and in so doing from the double
viewpoint of learning and teaching. We will try to highlight at that occasion some of the
2

The working group “Intervention in teaching of mathematics to difficult publics” took place at the
University of Sherbrooke in May 2006, during the international conference “Espace Mathématique
Francophone”, bringing together around this issue several researchers from various french speaking
countries (for further details see, Giroux, Peltier & Abdelli, 2007).
3
The classes are regular ones, gathering students presenting learning difficulties or learning delays. As we
shall see latter, our study takes place in one of these classes. Here, what it is about is not to address the
issue of the teaching of mathematics in special education, although our aim in many respects is closely
akin to the concerns of researchers of this domain.
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challenges faced in teaching mathematics in these classrooms. The promising avenues
in this field will also be specified.
LEARNING AND TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO STUDENTS WITH
DIFFICULTIES: SOME RESEARCH DATA
Several researches in mathematics education help understand the various difficulties
faced by students in weak classrooms. Often overlapping one another, they are great
challenges to teachers evolving in these classes (Perrin-Glorian, 1993; Landry, 1999;
Bednarz & Labrosse, 2002). They can be divided into three research areas.
A first research area on students’ knowledge and difficulties
In the weak classes observed over a long period of time by Perrin-Glorian (1993),
students face important conceptual difficulties (for example on operations, fractions,
decimals, perimeter, area and so one). We found here the same type of errors,
difficulties, and conceptions as those encountered in regular classrooms. However, what
seems specific in that case is their persistence; they re-emerge as difficulties for
students in situations where we thought they had vanished. Knowledge progress as
thought by the teacher is therefore constantly challenged, the teacher being compelled to
a continual negotiation with regard to disheartening amongst students. The errors
observed also call into doubt the acquisition of basic concepts, presumably previously
developed and whose meaning seems frail (Perrin-Glorian, 1993). This preliminary frail
conceptual acquisition is often accompanied by difficulties to engage in suggested
learning (Bloch & Salin, 2004).
The above analysis calls into question, as we can see, important issues related to
teaching mathematics to these students. In particular, arises there in a crucial way the
issue of the passage to a new knowledge. In that case, the institution indeed usually only
proposes the repetition of failed learning. However, such a repetition, whose
management appears delicate in these classes, often leads by effect of a repetition
contract to an algorithmization, a splitting up of the knowledge, losses of meaning,
leading students to be stucked (Bloch, 2007). How is it possible to construe differently
the teaching of mathematics so as to allow a reconstructing of former knowledge, of its
mathematical meaning by students, while allowing the introduction of new knowledge?
Among the promising avenues of teaching allowing such a reconstruction, some authors
suggest the introducing of situations of action, followed by formulation and validation
(Brousseau, 1998), situations which appear missing in prior students’ schooling (see on
this topic Bloch, 2007; Lemoyne & Bisaillon, 2007; Salin, 2007).
Other types of difficulties can also be observed in these classrooms, linked to students’
relation to mathematics and mathematical activity. In particular, these students seem to
have built a specific idea of what represents a problem in mathematics. For most
students, a problem represents an opportunity to do operations and has a solution or not.
They feel that solving a problem has to be done in a specific limited amount of time,
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and have no idea that problems in mathematics can be approached in an heuristic way,
approaching some process, linking it to similar problems, trying something, changing,
etc. (Perrin-Glorian, 1993; Landry, 1999).
Faced with a problem to solve or the introduction of a given knowledge by the teacher,
they are often in quest of “the rule” that would represent an economy of thinking or a
thinking-free moment for them (Perrin-Glorian, 1993). Students use and create in that
perspective rules that take into account part of the information and have thus a partial
domain of validity (Perrin-Glorian, 1993). For example, to multiply by ten they will use
the “we add a zero to the end” procedure, or to represent a fraction like 1/3 they will use
the “report of the measure three times in the unit” procedure (only the rule of
“reporting” is underlined here). This tendency to look for a rule can be linked to the lack
of complex mathematical situations in which students could refer to. They don’t know
how to engage in a problem, searching for an operation to do or a rule to use. They
mostly try to memorize course notes given by the teacher and apply them directly.
Such students’ difficulties cannot be taken apart from their general feeling about school.
They daily live in a negative relation to school, knowledge and learning (Charlot et al.,
1992; Bautier & Rochex, 1998; Charlot, 2001). That relation to school and knowledge
translates among many things into a limited engagement in school work and other
activities associated to what Mercier (1998) calls the students’ Trade. Such a relation to
learning, school and knowledge is noticeable in their limited engagement in classroom
(in instance, very quickly they show weariness with a situation, do not truly engage in
it…).
There are also other general difficulties: group-work and collective wrap-ups of
problems and solutions are difficult; students experience difficulties to explain their
solutions, to listen to different points of view, to work together, etc.
A second research area on the status and the interpretation of symbols,
representations in mathematics
Central to the intervention with students presenting difficulties are other important
issues. They are mainly related to the difficulties these students express in the
interpretation of mathematical symbols, notably in numerical fields where the operation
signs have a designatory but not operative status (Bloch, 2007; Bloch & Salin, 2004) or
in algebraic domain where many erroneous conceptions of the letter appear (Bednarz &
Saboya, 2007).
Difficulties with register change also exist, for instance to move from a numerical
register to a symbolical one (Perrin-Glorian, 1993). For example, if a problem is given in
a geometric way, they will not be able to link it to numerical relations; on the opposite,
they will stay in the numerical register for a specific measurement problem whereas it
would be an advantage to link it to a geometrical register. In short, using different
registers of representation is a difficult task for many students in weak classes (PerrinGlorian, 1993; Bednarz & Saboya, 2007). However, the capacity to pass from one
register to another, to operate within a given register of representation, to choose the
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more appropriate register to a situation is an essential component of mathematics
learning (Janvier, 1996).
This difficulty in the change of point of view (a non flexible passage from one
representation to another) can also be highlighted when there is a change from one
activity to another. Students tend to stay “in” the previous situation and continue to use
the same procedures that fit only the previous activity. Consequently, the teacher often
has the feeling of having to start anew. Even when he or she feels like a situation has
yielded interesting results with regard to the production by students of some knowledge,
these results are not used again in other situations/contexts – students’ knowledge is
contextualized in a specific situation and cannot be shifted anywhere else.
In elaborating situations aimed at reconstructing the meaning of basic knowledge or
introductory to new knowledge, the introduction of symbolism seems thus to be an
important element to take into account. From studies of students presenting difficulties,
emerge here various promising avenues: devise situations which give access to the
interpretation by students of symbols and make evolve this interpretation so as to give
to existing signs the operative dimension they do not have (Bloch, 2007), conceive a
progressive passage to symbolism, a significant symbolism rooted in contexts (Bednarz
& Saboya, 2007), develop flexibility in the passage from a register to another (Bednarz
& Saboya, 2007; Lemoyne & Bisaillon, 2007).
A third research area on teaching practices in these classes and on teacher work
Some researches have more specifically studied the teaching of mathematics in special
education classes (Lemoyne & Lessard, 2003), or in weak classes (Perrin-Glorian,
1993). They inform us of the failure of didactic engineering based on strong preliminary
analysis and which worked in regular classes. In that respect, these studies highlight the
complexity of the intervention in these classes. As a researcher, to a priori conceive
situations so as there is a meaning construction by students is not sufficient, one has
also to better understand the teaching difficulties in these classes and students' learning
difficulties in relation to the set up plans. In that respect, some light is shed by research
studies on the analysis of professional practices of mathematics teachers working in
underprivileged areas, with students presenting difficulties (Peltier, 2007; Butlen et al.,
2002; Butlen, 2007; Ngono, 2007) or collaborative researches studies with teachers
intervening in these areas (Bednarz et al., 2007; Lemoyne & Bisaillon, 2007).
These studies indeed made it possible to show that practices in these classes (Peltier,
2007, Butlen et al., 2002) happen to be both a product of constraints and
representations, and give rise to regularities but also to variability in the management of
these constraints (Bednarz et al., 2007). To teachers, choices seem almost inescapable,
even though they are aware of the consequences of these choices, of possible drifts. It is
the case, for example, of some problem situations they choose voluntarily not to repeat
with students, even if they recognize the interesting character they could have for
learning, because to them they seem too complex, raise unmanageable material
problems (they anticipate classroom management difficulties and so the amount of
efficient work time for these students on the problem will be quite small). They will
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also argue that these situations are too demanding to students’ concentration, attention
abilities. These represent important constraints lived by the teachers, and these issues
can help to explain/understand their ways of approaching teaching with these groups of
students.
These practices also correspond, as we can see it previously, to representations teachers
have on students (Peltier, 2007). For instance, teachers doubt about students ability to
work in groups (and consequently choose to put to the fore an individualization of
learning; after introducing collectively the activity, the follow-up is essentially
individual). They resort to a backing-up of students’ formulations during collective
periods (teachers justify such a backing-up by students’ verbalization difficulties).
Thus, these constraints and representations help understand, from inside, the way in
which teaching in these groups is approached (a tendency to organize students, to give
them procedures, algorithms, so as to help them succeed, a choice of not very complex
situations, group work and a resort to a shortened collective phase…) and the principles
which guide teachers in these choices.
Finally, the research conducted by Perrin-Glorian (1993) highlights important gaps in
the teaching practices in these classrooms between the situations that are proposed to
students, the mathematical activity done by the students in these situations (the students’
actions), and the “institutionalization” period made by the teacher. These gaps are
another source of difficulties for these students. This relation between the mathematical
activity of the students and the institutionalization phase is one of the key points to
consider when working with students with difficulties – that is, the equilibrium between
the meaning making construal of students and the standardization of knowledge (that
will need to be re-invested and transferred).
In the light of these researches, the design and experimentation of situations in the
teaching of mathematics in classes integrating students presenting difficulties seem to us
faced with important challenges. The researcher has to think of teaching situations
taking into account the various difficulties highlighted here and the complexity of the
learning phenomena at stake. On that occasion questions related amongst other things to
the transition from former knowledge to new ones arise in a crucial way: how to root
new on former knowledge so as to reconstruct meaning for the latest? (Bednarz, 2005).
Such an entry in research is not however sufficient. It must also take into account, and
to us this is impossible to circumvent, data coming from practices’ analysis and
teachers’s constraints in these classes. Without taking into account the teacher and his or
her practice, any development of situation seems likely to fail as evidenced by research
studies in this domain (Perrin-Glorian, 1993; Lemoyne & Lessard, 2003).
How can we contribute to a significant learning of mathematics and to the development
of a different relation to knowledge and learning for students with difficulties, taking
into account teachers’ practices in these classes? This concern was the starting point of a
year-long research project conducted with a group of students presenting learning
difficulties, in collaboration with the teacher of this group.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
A systematic joint approach, involving a researcher and a grade 7 mathematics teacher,
was conducted for the whole year with a group of students presenting difficulties (grade
7). A preliminary exploratory work made in collaboration with the teacher led us to
define the following objectives for our Collaborative Research project.
To clarify, in collaboration with the teacher, teaching situations promoting the
meaning making construal of mathematical concepts (including a re-construction
of meaning of previous concepts) and enabling a change in the relation of these
students to mathematics and their learning
To document the development of the various situations elaborated in collaboration
To precise the learning process that is taking place among the students during the
intervention.
METHODOLOGY
A collaborative research methodology
In order to take into account both researcher and teacher, their knowledge and
experience, to inform in a new way the problem of teaching mathematics to students
with difficulties, we engage in a collaborative research methodology (Desgagné,
Bednarz, Couture, Poirier & Lebuis, 2001; Desgagné, 1998, 1997). This research
approach seeks to mediate between research and practice with the intent that knowledge
produced in this close collaboration could inform on the conception and analysis of
teaching situations taking into account difficulties encountered in these classes
(Bednarz, Poirier, Desgagné & Couture, 2001).
The teacher here has a key role to play, he or she knows the group of students and the
reality of the classroom, he or she has developed in the past a practical didactical
knowledge in these classrooms while working with students with difficulties, he or she
knows – as a teacher in a situation of work – the constraints and limits of the possible
actions that can be enacted with this particular group of students. This knowledge and
experience will be of importance in the elaboration of teaching situations. As a
complement, the researcher is aware of the elements to take into account building upon
the different studies previously conducted in the domain (see section 2). This
knowledge will contribute as much to the elaboration of the classroom teaching
situations. This complementarity between both actors, the researcher and the teacher,
will enable a co-construction in which both actors have an important role to play – the
researcher needs the knowledge of the teacher as much as the teacher needs the
knowledge of the researcher. This process is an opportunity for the teacher to reflect on
teaching situations, how they can engage students in learning, their potential, to reflect
on students difficulties and potential. It leads to the development of situations, ways of
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approaching these ones on action, situations possibly re-invested in her or his practice
with students presenting difficulties. This process is also an opportunity for a research
to document the situations elaborated, their foundations from a double viewpoint
(considering researches in mathematics education with students presenting difficulties,
practices and difficulties of teaching, constraints…). We found here an important
methodological criterion underlying collaborative research, what the sociologist Dubet
(1994) calls the “double relevance” criterion, which is evident throughout this process.
The specific Research Approach
To create mediation between research and practice, a reflective activity between the
researcher and the teacher was established on a regular basis – a day-long meeting, once
a week.
During this “reflective activity”, we worked on joint planning of teaching situations
aimed at meaning construction in mathematics by students, taking into account
classroom experimentation of the situations, analyzing students productions, sharing our
observations (reasoning developed by students, difficulties, adjustments made in the
classroom while teaching, etc.), re-organizing and adapting the planning for the next
sessions in the light of what happened in previous lessons. In the classroom setting also,
a co-teaching of the researcher and the teacher is experienced on a regular basis (once a
week).
The specific research context
This Collaborative research took place in an underprivileged school. There were 28
grade 7 students aged between 12 and 15, whose past results in mathematics at
elementary school were low (average less than 60% which is the provincial passing
grade). We found in this class students with important difficulties in mathematics. In
their elementary school years, they lived several situations of failure. Eleven of these
students repeated grades at the elementary level, some of them from cycle One and
Two. Finally, two of these students came from “DGA” classes4 (students with important
learning difficulties).
Data collection
The different meetings between the researcher and the teacher, with the experimentation
in the classroom, were recorded in a journal. All these meetings were also audio-taped,
and constitute, with the journal, the data that allow the analysis of the elaboration
process of teaching situations. Furthermore, some videos of classroom situations were
recorded, allowing a more detail analysis during the meetings between the researcher
and the teacher.
Different data were also gathered making possible a record of the evolution of students’
learning that occurred during the entire year:
- Students’ marks in mathematics in each of their years at elementary school.
4
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- A written test at the beginning of the year (describing their ability to solve
problems).
- A “Knowledge Summary” – Bilan de Savoir – using the methodology
developed by Charlot et al. (1992) which explicit students’ relation to school,
knowledge and learning. It was conducted at the beginning and end of the school
year.
- Tools co-built by the researcher and the teacher with the intent of informing the
learning process from the viewpoint of research and of practice (again we found
here the double relevance criterion): in that respect, a portfolio was co-elaborated,
as well as individual interviews conducted with students at the end of the year.
- Written assessments in mathematics were also built on a regular basis (to take
into account the teacher’s constraints) and students’ work was gathered
throughout the whole year.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE “CO-BUILT TEACHING SITUATIONS”:
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT PRACTICAL AND RESEARCH VIEWPOINTS
Different choices guided us (researcher and teacher) during the elaboration of teaching
situations. We will give an example to illustrate this co-building process. As a result of
our analysis, we will then briefly describe the other elements underlying the coconstruction of situations (for more details on this part of the analysis, see Bednarz,
2005).
The first shared decision: from start, approach the teaching of mathematics with games
Teacher and researcher agree from start, as we put it previously, on the necessity to
establish for students a different relation to mathematics, engage them in a mathematical
activity which is meaningful to them, knowing that many of these students have
experienced repeated failure, difficulties. The negative relation to mathematics and its
learning developed by these students represented in fact an important challenge for us,
particularly at the beginning of the year. We took, in that perspective, the decision to
approach our teaching of mathematics with games in an attempt to engage students
differently in mathematical learning.
Some underlying choice guides both the design and exploitation of these games. Indeed,
what it is about is to re-construct by their means for students a meaning for some basic
concepts, while allowing an extension to new knowledge. For students of the group,
difficulties arose with regard to the understanding of numeration, and the games were
devised consequently, so that students could work on some principles related to the
understanding of the numerical system (they had in this game to create groupings and
undo some, and also create groups of groupings…)”5.
5

We extend later this material to the introduction of decimal numbers. Multiplication and division of
decimal numbers as well as comparison of decimals are part of grade 7 curriculum. The decimal numbers
were introduced at the end of elementary school.
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The first game, named the “banker’s game”, was played in teams of 4 students, with
Dienes blocks (see figure 1). One of the students plays the banker and has to answer to
the request of the other players (request of exchanges). Each player could win as much
of little cubes as he or she had dots on the dice thrown. The first who wins is the one
who succeeds in creating a big cube or a plate.
In the second game, each player has a plate or a big cube (on the table in front of him or
her) and at each turn they had to remove as many little cubes as there are dots on the
dice thrown. The one who wins is the one who succeeds in eliminating everything that
he or she has on the table (see figure 1, variation).

Figure 1. The banker’s game.
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After playing several times the game in class with help of the material, it led to many
extensions. Based on the specific contextualization of actions in the games, these
exploitations forced an internalization of actions for students. For example (see figure
2), in this enactment of the game on paper (we work here without the material), students
have to reconstruct the result of one turn or to reconstruct the transformation (we know
something we have on our table, and the result of the turn, and we want to know what
was the number of dots on the dice thrown). This exploitation of the game forces a
mental reconstruction of the situation for students.

Figure 2. An example of exploitation of the game.
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A situation at home was also exploited after these classroom sessions, along the same
lines. For a student, knowing some number of cubes, rods, plates piled up on the table,
he has to imagine what would he/she has in order to win (see figure 3).

Figure 3. An example of situation worked at home.
These games, and the way to approach them in class, result from a co-built process
building upon the didactical knowledge of the researcher and the action knowledge of
the teacher. Various structuring resources were indeed mobilized in that co-building:
- From start, a shared concern by the researcher and the teacher, that of reconstructing a meaning to basic concepts (here numeration) and a different
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relation to mathematical knowledge for students (by means of game).
- Some underlying principles to the understanding of numeration, drawn from
research studies previously conducted by the researcher (Bednarz & DufourJanvier, 1985, 1984), in particular the link to establish between a work on
numeration and operations, the importance to do, undo groupings, to be able to
mentally reconstruct them, the importance to resort to intermediate notations in
the construction of meaning to symbols.
- Resources mobilized by the practitioner, in the way to manage in class the
game (in the choice of groups, the responsibility given to every one, in the
collective wrap-up on the game), in the choice of problems, extension exercises.
Such an entry in teaching situations will be a determining factor to students (Bednarz,
2005). They will indeed engage in the games and their extensions, exerting in action a
control upon exchanges, been able to reconstruct these ones, operating in groupings by
doing and undoing them. In that kind of situations for students not schoolishly marked,
every thing goes as if they have recovered their constructive functions of meaning,
showing in that context reasoning, making explicit their processes and justifying their
results. We there recognize one of the main recordings of Lemoyne (1989), highlighting
in some situations, “pockets of mathematical competency that the student with
difficulties can claim for himself/herself”6 (p. 83).
Other choices underlying the co-building of teaching situations
Other choices were also made throughout that process of co-building situations; here we
expose them briefly without elaborating furthermore upon them. So, the construal of
meaning to mathematical concepts seems for us, and in particular for the learning of
these students, a key point to enable significant conceptual knowledge. Different
principles were at the foundation of the elaboration of teaching situations in that
perspective:
The use of contextualization to support the construal of meaning of concepts, symbols,
and reasoning. For instance, different contexts of warehouses, sales, or sharing of wood
orders were used for a long period of time, enabling the development of a meaning to
operations on natural numbers and the extension of this knowledge to decimals. Here
again, working in context was used as a springboard for a progressive internalization of
actions enabling a progressive de-contextualization.
This internalization process is also based on manipulative and visual representations to
give a meaning to concepts, symbols and reasoning that are worked on. For example,
the Dienes blocks in the banker’s game (with situations of buy, sell and sharing in a
warehouse, deliveries to stores, etc.) will support the introduction of natural numbers,
decimals, comparisons, and operations on decimals (adding and subtracting). Students
are asked to work in a context, with the support of material, and to gradually predict or
conclude without the material – simply by imagining the manipulations (which are
6

Our translation.
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becoming internalized). The issue of this situation (starting out of the actions of the
students) is to gradually develop a complex referential situation helping them to base
(or refer) their further actions on this construed knowledge and to re-invest these
acquisitions in other settings.
During the mathematical activity of students, an emphasis is also placed on the
development of reasoning and not on learning algorithms. In reasoning, the students can
therefore progressively exert a control in her or his mathematical activity.
The activities will in particular put an emphasis on the development of reflective
competencies with regard to symbolism in mathematics (Bednarz, Dufour-Janvier,
Poirier & Bacon, 1993) by focusing on the use of intermediary notations and the
production of equivalent notations by students, aiming at the development of a flexible
passage from one register of representation to another.
In what follows, we will come back on that aspect, i.e. the capacity to go from one
register to another, operate within a given register of representation, choose the most
appropriate register to the situation, that component being central to us in mathematical
learning generally speaking, and more specifically for these students.
EVOLUTION OF STUDENTS’ FLEXIBILITY TO WORK WITH DIFFERENT
REGISTERS OF REPRESENTATION IN MATHEMATICS
The analysis of one of the situations tested in interview at the end of the year helps
illustrate students’ evolution as far as some important difficulties encountered at the
beginning are concerned (viewpoint change difficulties, to pass from a register of
representation to another, meaning and status given to symbolism) 7.
Student and interviewer are in a situation of game (see figure 4). They have at their
disposal a certain number of dominos, specifically manufactured for this occasion, on
which are reproduced various representations of numbers (fractional writing, decimal
writing, representation in intermediate notation form referring to Dienes blocks, writing
in words, multiplication, division…). The rules of the game are given to the student: its
like at domino game (preliminary, it should be made sure that the student knows this
game), i.e. one puts two dominos side by side if they represent the same number.
Everyone will play in turn and put his or her domino. The student, when she/he puts his
or her domino, is asked by the interviewer to explain why the domino is put there. He or
she has the right to react if she/he thinks that the interviewer is wrong. All the way long,
the interviewer manages to put a domino which is not working, and thus watch the
student reaction (does she/he see the error?).

7

More over, other aspects have been analysed; they particularly show among students the evolution of
their relation to mathematical knowledge (for further details, see Bednarz, 2005).
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1.

3
2

2.

5x

3.

1
4

0,10

10 mini
possible domino (from the student)

8
dixièmes

4
5

1

4.

The interviewer

5÷4

0,80

The interviewer (puts a domino
which is not appropriate)

The interviewer
(puts this domino to replace 3
if the student says to us that this one
is false)

The student

7
2

The first part of the game finishes there.
Remark: The student has with him two other dominos

1,1

100
mini

6
6

1,1

Figure 4. The game as it could take place.
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The second part of the game consists in conceiving a domino which could be placed
between the dominos 1 and 2 (for that purpose the student is given a blank domino on
which no writing is reproduced). He or she has thus to invent a domino which could be
situated between the two, and explain why this one works.
The purposes of that situation tested in interview are as follow:
- grasp the student understanding of various writings, the interpretation given to
these writings;
- highlight her or his flexibility in the passage from one writing to another;
- understand his or her ability to explain, justify the choice made as well as
his/her sensitivity to error (his or her critical viewpoint when someone else gives
an answer).
Data coding
This situation led to a coding of students’ productions (his or her game progress, on the
basis of chosen, rejected dominos; justifications backing his or her choices; writings
produced by the student in the second part of the game). Thus, we have coded:
- student’s recognition of equivalent writings (successful, unsuccessful and
partially successful passage);
- errors made;
- the process used to justify that equivalence between two writings, taking into
account the register referred to by the student to justify this passage
For example, the equivalence between 5 divided by 4 and 5x1/4 has been justified by
students by using different registers of representation:
Fractional number 1 1/4
Decimal writing 1.25
Fraction 5/4
Multi-bases 1 cube and 2 mini plates, 5 mini rods or 1 cube 25 mini rods
Change 1 dollar and 25 cents
We have also coded the equivalent writings found by the students and the registers
within which they are working.
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What emerges from the analysis
The two following examples help grasp the richness of students’ productions. In David
case (see figure 5), the number of successful passages (out of 17 passages from one
register to another) is 15. The two errors made are related to the decimal writing (1.25 is
seen as 125 tenths and 1250 hundredths). Furthermore, his production indicates
flexibility within a given register of representation (see the various writings found in the
multi-base register, fractions, decimal writing…) and in the passage from one writing to
another (from multi-bases to decimal writing, operations to fractions, etc.)
Number of passages from one representation to another: 17
9 Number of passages succeeded : 15 (black arrows in the figure)
9 Number of passages failed : 2 ( red arrows in the figure)
Dividing
5÷4

Multiplication
5 x 1/4

Fraction

Change 5 25
sous
1/4de 100 = 25

Fraction
number 1 1/4

5/4
6/6

Dienes Blocks
1c. 2m.pl 5m.b
10 m.pl

1

Decimal number
4/5

1,25

80/100

125 dixièmes
1250 centièmes

1c
100 m.b

1
8 dixièmes
0,80
80 centièmes

Figure 5. Working with different registers of representation (David).
The same thing came with Rachel case (see figure 6), the only error been made is here
within a register, that of fractional numbers (1 1/4= 2 2/8).
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Number of passages from on representation to another: 16
9 Number of passages succeeded: 14 (black arrows in the figure)
9 Number of passages failed : 1 (red arrows in the figure)
9 Number of passages partially succeeded : 1 (green arrows in the figure, this
correspondance is chosen after elimination of the different dominos)
Fraction number
Multiplication
5 x 1/4

1 1/4

2 2/8

3 1/2
Dividing
5÷4

1 1/2

Decimal number
1,25

Dienes blocks
1c. 25mb.

1
0,80

Change
1$ 25 sous

Fraction
4/5

3/2

125 mb.

7/2

100 mb.
10 m.pl.

6/6
1

1c.
Figure 6. Working with different registers of representation (Rachel).

The overall description which emerges from the analysis (see figure 7) highlights the
revisited relation to symbolism students have built during the intervention: symbolism is
no longer a barrier to learning, to an entry into a situation and its understanding. On the
contrary, it is at the heart of a genuine mathematical activity whose meaning is
controlled by them.
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R Æ success ; EÆ fail; PÆ partial
toward
Division

Decimals

Dienes
blocks

Fraction

Fraction
number

20
4
3
passages 3 passages
6 passages
Division passages
passages
18R,10E,2
1R,2E
5R,1E
2R, 2E
3R
P
21
5
1 passage
23 passages
1 passage
Decimals
passages
passages
1R
13R,10E
1R
16R,3E,2P
4R,1E
22
Dienes
22 passages
passages
blocks
19R,2E,1P
13R,19E
2
17
22
14
Fraction passages passages
passages passages
1R,1E 13R,3E,1P
21R,1E 12R,1E,1P
2
5 passages
Fraction
2 passages
passages
3R,2E
number
1R,1E
2R
17
Multipli
1 passage
5 passages
passages
cation
1E
4R,1E
13R,4E
Change

2 passages
2R

3 passages
3R

Multiplication

Change

2
passages
1R,1P

19 passages
15R,4P
2 passages
1R,1E

Drawing

2
passages
2R

2 passages
2E
3
passages
3R

2
passages
2R

1 passage
1R

Drawing

Figure 7. Working with different registers of representation/ portrait of the classroom.
The following examples of equivalent writings made by students in the second part of
the game show the flexibility they have developed within a given register of
representation or in the passage from one register to another:
- from division (5 divided by 4) to an other division (within a register, students
in an implicit way, use the following property: if the dividend and the divisor are
multiplied by a same number, the quotient is still the same)
5 divided by 4 = 10 divided by 8 (1 time)
5 divided by 4= 20 divided by 10 (1 time)
- from division to decimal writing
5 divided by 4 = 1.25 (8 times)
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- from division to a drawing representation
The student draws a rectangle, then a rectangle (the same) divided in 4, the first
rectangle and a piece of the second being hatched (1 time)
The student draws 5 identical rectangles, each one divided in 4 equal parts, one of
the pieces in each rectangle been hatched. The student writes down beside her/his
drawing "she/he (the person who divides) gives to everyone a piece " (1time)
- from division to multi-bases representation
5 divided by 4 = 1 cube and 25 mini rods (1 time)
- from division to fractions or fractional numbers
5/4 (3 times)

1 1/4 (5 times)

- from division to multiplication
5 x 1/4 (15 times)
- from fractions to division
5/4 = 5 divided by 4 (1 time)
- from fractions to decimal writing
4/5 = 0.80 (5 times)
80/100 = 80 hundredths = 0.80 (2 times)
5/4 = 1.25 (2 times)
8/10 = 8 tenths = 0.8 (2 times)
3/2 = 1.5 (1 time)
7/2 = 3.5 (1 time)
- from fractions to fractions or fractional numbers (within a same register)
5/4 = 3/4 + 2/4 (1 time)
5/4 = 4/4 + 1/4 (1 time)
4/5= 8/10 (3 times)
4/5 = 80/100 (2 times)
5 = 5/1 (3 times)
6/6 = 1 (4 times)
7/2 = 3 1/2 (1 time)
21/4 = 5 1/4 (2 times)
- from fractions to multiplication
5/4 = 5 x 1/4 (15 times)

20

5/4 = 10/8 (3 times)
5/4 = 20/16 (1 time)
8/10 = 80/100 (1 time)
3/2= 6/4 (1 time)
3/2 = 6/4 = 9/6 = 12/8 (1 time)
3/2 = 1 1/2 (3 times)
5/4 = 1 1/4 (6 times)
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CONCLUSION
The previous analysis shows the control students exert on symbolism in mathematics,
that one having now clearly for them an operative status (in instance, they operate on
that writing breaking it up in addition, multiplication, division form or producing
divisions or equivalent fractions). They are able to pass from one register to another,
clearly showing in that change the meaning they give to the writing. The passage from a
fraction, like 5/4, to its writing in division form and fractional number, or the passage
from a division to its representation in sharing up, to its result expressed in multibases,
decimal number, fraction or fractional number shows well here also the meaning they
give to these different writings.
The above results are only a small part of a broad analysis of data gathered in this
project concerning students’ work. However, they highlight the importance of the
approach developed with students, particularly the intertwining of different components
(use of contexts and manipulatives, emphasis on the reasoning developed by students
and internalization of their actions, use of games and development of reflective
competencies with regard to symbolism in mathematics…). Students seem to construe a
significant meaning to mathematical concepts and symbols, engaging progressively in
the proposed activities, explaining in their discourse the fact that they are in control of
the concepts and notations. Some sort of competence feeling progressively developed
along with the different activities proposed, in this case not schoolishly marked; making
them in return engage more in them. This teaching approach opens, as a result of
collaboration between a researcher and a teacher, new avenues in the field of
mathematics education as far as teaching to students with learning difficulties is
concerned, building upon situations that allow a cognitive re-engaging of the students.
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ABSTRACT: Mathematics as a scientific and cultural discipline should be a
contribution for general education. Mathematics is necessary for understanding the
world, and mathematics in context is essential for an adequate orientation in daily life.
With regard to low achievers, one can state that those children often have problems
with solving context problems. In this article a closer look is taken at the different
requirements of solving context problems and the importance of modeling and
mathematizing is stressed. According to the specific phases of the complex solution
process, learning situations are analyzed and the specific problems of low achievers are
illustrated. Conclusions for instruction as well as for research are given.
Key words: Children’s strategies, context, learning disabilities, low achievers,
modeling, solving process, word problems.

INTRODUCTION: THE ROLE OF MATHEMATICS AND THE SITUATION
OF LOW ACHIEVERS
Mathematics as a scientific and cultural discipline could and should be a contribution
for general education. Like reading and writing, mathematics is necessary for
understanding the world. Geometrical competencies as well as the understanding of
structures and patterns, and of course, mathematics in contexts are essential for an
adequate orientation in daily life.
In this sense, mathematics is a central contribution for a child’s development. What
should be stated is that this is true for all kind of levels, for low achievers as well as for
high achievers and bright children, for primary students as well as for secondary
students or even adult learners. At school, mathematics is one of the main subjects; and
it is one of the subjects that causes a lot of difficulties and problems for pupils.
Unfortunately, low achievers have experienced a lot of frustration. In Germany one can
state that at school those children mostly have problems in German language and
1
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mathematics (Scherer, 1995). They have, for example, difficulties with calculations or
with word problems. Several studies have shown that especially with regard to
mathematics in contexts, low achievers have negative attitudes; other studies showed
that a lot of low achieving students are in fear of failing, and missing self-esteem could
be stated (Scherer, 1995, 2004).
Example 1:
1st grade pupils (school for learning disabled) were expected to find different
decompositions of a number, here 5, and to write down the number sentences (Scherer,
2005, p. 176). The self-contained notation of those tasks requires understanding and
correct notations of the signs and symbols; and with respect to this, often a lot of
difficulties become obvious.
Find decompositions of 5!

Figure 1. Children’s own notations.
The children in fig. 1 found the decomposition by 2 and 3, but they did not understand
neither the equals sign nor the plus sign. Those difficulties too often cannot be identified
if the pupils are only required to reproduce number sentences given by the teacher or
given by the textbook.
Example 2:
The following two problems are taken from a textbook for the school for learning
disabled children (fig. 2 and fig. 3 \ Klauer, 1991, p. 139).

Figure 2. Context problem in a textbook.
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Figure 3. Context problem in a textbook.
In problem 1 (fig. 2) the following task is given: «Dieter has 33 points so far. With his
last throw, he wins 5 points. How many points are these altogether?» In problem 3 (fig.
3) the children should work out: «24 children are sitting on the roundabout. 3 more
children get on. How many children have a ride on the roundabout?»
When solving these tasks, the students are not required to model the situations by
themselves. The structure of the number sentence including the right operation is given
by the textbook (fig. 2 and 3). Moreover, the type of illustration is changing: While the
first illustration shows the initial condition (the points Dieter has already collected), the
second one ›tries‹ to represent the whole situation, especially to show the action (three
children are entering the roundabout). Over and above that, the second illustration might
be misleading: If students really count the visible number of children (one child might
be hidden by the column), they will get the result 13.
The very crucial process of modeling including the interpretation and validation of
results is totally missing.
Example 3:
The following test item was presented to low achievers in 4th grade (Scherer, 2003a, p.
18; Scherer, 2003b, p. 26).

Figure 4. Test-item for context-related multiplication.
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For this context-related multiplication, during a written test several items with changing
numbers, here a changing arrangement of the arrows, were presented. One of the fourthgraders, Vladimir, always gave the answer 23. Probably he added all the numbers on the
board (calculation error included). An interview gave more insight in his underlying
thinking:
Firstly, Vladimir again added all the numbers on the board (3+4+5+6+7). He got the
result 24, including again a calculation error. The interviewer asked him about the
meaning of the arrows. Vladimir took up this question, added 5 to his first result and got
29. The interviewer started anew simulating the game: Imagine that we both play this
dart game. One arrow means 3 points. Vladimir at once calculated the ›threes‹ together,
again with a calculation mistake, and finally got the result 16. The interviewer reflected
on this new result:
I:

Why did you do it another way?

Vladimir:

Because … We have played now.

I:
Yes. … And what’s now the correct result? If you want to know, how
many points the boy scored in this dart game?
Vladimir:

[points at his first result] Twenty-nine.

Obviously, for Vladimir playing a game does mean a specific world, whereas the
solution of a mathematical task takes place in a different world, probably in a kind of
›mathematical world‹.
What could be seen is that especially low achievers have a lot of difficulties: Not only
difficulties with calculations, but also problems in understanding a situation,
understanding a given text or picture, difficulties with finding a correct representation of
their ideas etc. At this point, it has to be emphasized that these difficulties are not
necessarily to be understood as features of the students themselves, but that they can
also be consequences of the kind of instruction they experienced (Scherer, 1995; van
den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2001). The above implicit mentioned critical remarks (referring
to the textbook) show that the way of teaching and learning have to change. For all
students an active acquisition of mathematics, a real understanding of real and modeled
situations and of the signs and symbols is absolutely necessary.
Before analyzing the processes of solving context problems, some short remarks on the
German school system are given. In Germany low achievers usually visit special
schools for children with learning disabilities. There also exists a model of integration
where handicapped children visit regular schools and teachers for special education and
primary teachers work together for some lessons a week. But this is only for a minority
of students; moreover the settings of this integration model are insufficient.
The kind of mathematics instruction is of great importance: Investigative learning is one
of the guiding principles for primary school but not for special education. Textbooks
and most of the teaching proposals and in consequence the usual teaching practice in
special education can still be characterized by learning step-by-step in a rather
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mechanistic and reproductive way. Low achievers are too often confronted with
›mathematical diet‹: Problems containing the discovery of patterns and structures are
avoided. With regard to context problems they are not forced to really mathematize and
to really do mathematics.
These findings are not only true for Germany but can be generalized for other countries
(Ahmed, 1987; Moser, 2000; van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 1991).
With respect to context-embedded problems, two phenomena can be observed:
• Low achievers can solve problems in daily life but not at school (Carraher,
Carraher, & Schliemann, 1985; Stehlikova, 1996); although mathematics should
help to understand mathematics, too often the opposite is true: The children do not
see any connection between mathematics courses and real life (see also above
example 3).
• Low achievers are afraid of context problems at school which often are too
artificial.
The following contribution will concentrate on the approaches of context-related
situations in an exemplary way. Results and consequences can and will be generalized
for other topics as well.
MODELING OR MATHEMATIZING: SOLVING CONTEXT PROBLEMS
Everyday experiences are of great importance for mathematics education for all
children. On the one hand, context situations can serve as starting points for learning
mathematics, for illustrating mathematical ideas; on the other hand mathematical topics
can be used in the field of real life applications. Since the introduction of context
problems in teaching the discussion is going on whether a context makes a problem
easier or harder for students (van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2005), and some of the
influencing factors will be exposed below.
One crucial point is the role and process of modeling, the transmission from real-life
into mathematical models. In Germany, the objective of ›modeling‹ or ›mathematizing‹
belongs to the general learning objectives in contrast to topic specific objectives
(Ministerium für Schule, Jugend und Kinder des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen [MSJK],
2003). But this transmission from reality to mathematical models is not a direct one. As
Winter (1994) pointed out, you cannot transmit the context situation into to the
mathematical model in a direct way. If we take the context seriously, the differences
between real life on the one hand and the mathematical ideas and structures on the other
hand become obvious; he remarks that: «Mathematics education misjudged the relation
between within and without, between pure mathematics and application too
harmonically-optimistically» (Winter, 1994, p. 11; also Verschaffel, 2002).
Research shows that many students have difficulties with solving context problems.
Moreover, it is also shown that a lot of teachers/teacher students are afraid of doing
word problems (Radatz, 1983; Smith, 1964 as cited in Sowder, 1989a).
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What are the demands for solving a context problem? Solving context problems is more
than finding an easy representation of the context situation. It is a complex process
illustrated by the following diagram (fig. 5 \ Klieme, Neubrand, & Lüdtke, 2001; see
also Hollenstein & Eggenberg, 1998; Wubbels, Korthagen, & Broekman, 1997). We
have to distinguish between the real situation and the mathematics – both with a specific
structure; between the world and the mathematics; between the problem and the
situation.

model •

process

• consequences

mathematics
mathematize

interpret

world

situation
validate

• results

problem solution
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the process of solving context problems (Klieme,
Neubrand & Lüdtke, 2001, p. 144).
Mathematizing/Modeling: finding an adequate model for a context problem provides
that you have to understand the given situation and bring it into mathematics; models of
a real situation may be a picture, a number sentence or a transmission with the help of
material.
Data Processing: calculation as well as solving the problem on the iconic or enactive
level is possible – of course depending on the chosen model.
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Interpretation and Validation: includes to check if the result is appropriate to the given
situation; otherwise a revision is necessary (e.g. checking the calculation or checking
the model).
Errors might occur in every phase of this complex process. If this complexity is not
taken seriously when teaching mathematics, we run the risk of students solving
(solvable and insolvable) context problems rather mechanistically: Over the time
children might develop specific strategies which often (too often!) lead to success.
Context problems might be seen as ›wrappings for calculations‹, the hidden calculation
must be unpacked and then be executed (Hollenstein & Eggenberg, 1998, p. 121;
Sowder, 1989a); or as Freudenthal (1991) pointed out: «To solve a problem they look
for secret marks, for signals hidden by accident or intention, and in particular, for
numbers that put them on the right track» (p. 71).
It becomes evident that in many cases the process of modeling is failing or even
missing. The analyses of several studies e.g. show that students often ignore the context,
just focus on the given numbers and look for a ›fitting‹ number sentence. One reason for
this danger of schematic solving may be the excessive use of unrealistic problems. It has
been shown that in consequence the pupils often solve the so called ›captain problems‹
(unsolvable context problems) (Baruk, 1989; Freudenthal, 1991; Radatz, 1983; Selter,
1994; Verschaffel, 2002; Verschaffel, Greer, & De Corte, 2000).
What are the perspectives and opportunities for teaching and learning? Which factors
influence the process of modeling and in general the solving process?
• Use of different types of problems
Teachers should present a variety of context problems and be clear about the
opportunities as well as the limits. A further aspect that will not be deepened here is the
semantic structure of word problems (see for example an overview in Hershkovitz &
Nesher, 2003): Teachers should also be aware of the different requirements solving
similar types of problems within the same context but with different semantic structures.
• Sources of errors in the process of mathematizing and modeling
On the one hand the transmission from real-life to the mathematical model may be
incorrect. On the other hand the interpretation of an arithmetical solution is necessary
(for example if a decimal number appears, but the context only makes sense with
integers). Moreover, correct data processing within the model is necessary.
• Different levels of solving context problems
Beyond the symbolic level students have the opportunity to use other levels of
representation such as enactive, iconic, symbolic (Bruner, 1966) for the documentation
of their solutions.
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• Specific problems of low achievers
Context problems may be helpful for a better understanding of mathematical topics and
therefore play an important role concerning to low achievers; on the other hand context
problems may hinder them because of language problems or a missing understanding of
the context (van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2005).
In the following, the different phases of the solution process will be screened and some
productive types of tasks presented.
ANALYSIS OF LEARNING PROCESSES
• Problems in the process of modeling
A specific type of context problem has been brought up by Greer (1993), afterwards
taken on by Verschaffel et al. (2000) which they call ›problematic item‹ in contrast to
›standard item‹ or ›straightforward item‹.
Running problem (original reference Greer, 1993; see also Verschaffel, Greer & De
Corte, 2000, p. 15):
John’s best time to run 100 meters is 17 seconds. How long will it take him to run
1000 meters?
Children have to realize that the given context is not a proportional relation. A realistic
response or comment based on realistic considerations might be «It is impossible to
answer precisely what John’s best time on 1 kilometer will be» (Verschaffel, Greer &
De Corte, 2000, p. 22).
Several fifth-graders (school for learning disabled) wrote down:
o Student A: «10 ·17 = 170 seconds; 170 seconds = 2 minutes 50 seconds; that’s
the time it takes Tom to run 1000 meters.»
o Student B wrote down a similar number sentence, but then argued that Tom is
slower when running 1000 meters. «It takes him more than 170 seconds.»
o Other children tested different operations, always using two of the given
numbers.
It would be necessary to discuss the context intensively, if necessary, to really simulate
the situation. Real situations on the one hand and mathematics on the other have their
own structures and rules that must be taken into account. Children have to learn that
sometimes it is allowed to make decisions within the model and sometimes it is not.
• Problems in the field of data processing
Beyond typical calculation errors or failing in notation, context problems could contain
specific sources of errors: Dealing with the introduction of fractions Streefland’s
proposal in the context of »sharing pizzas« (Streefland, 1986) was used. One or more
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pizzas should be shared equally among two or more children. Sixth-grade learningdisabled students got paper circles that should serve as a pizza model, and during the
lesson several strategies for solving the problems could be identified:
Example: «1 pizza should be shared among 8 children»
o Student A folded the paper circle.
o Student B got the solution by eye. (That was his favorite strategy and he
showed good estimations even for a seventh part etc.)
o Student C tried to measure the part with the help of a ruler. One may imagine
that this is a very difficult procedure for a circle.
After solving the problems on their own, the whole class reflected on their different
strategies. Student C was asked if he wouldn’t find it easier to fold the circle than taking
the ruler. He argued «Of course it is, but you cannot fold a pizza».
What we could learn from this example is the following: Students who do not make use
of all possible effective strategies within the model perhaps take the real situation very
seriously. An effective strategy within the model might be impossible to carry out in
real life. Student C has not realized that nevertheless the strategy of folding circles
would be allowed.
One aspect will not be deepened here, but one also has to take into account that there
always exists a kind of ›didactical contract‹ (Brousseau, 1984; Yackel & Cobb, 1996;
Verschaffel, 2002) – in an explicit or implicit way. What is allowed or expected by the
teacher in mathematics education? What is allowed or expected by whom ever when
solving context problems?
• Problems in the field of interpretation and validation
The following sharing problem was presented to 5th grade students (school for learning
disabled):
Grandfather gives his 4 grandchildren a box containing 18 balloons, which they
share equally. How many balloons does each grandchild get? (Verschaffel, Greer
& De Corte, 2000, p. 20)
The difficulty with this problem is the division with remainder or the occurring decimal
number:
Student A used the written algorithm (fig. 6) with an interesting notation ›04‹ remainder
2. His interpretation of the arithmetical result was the following: «Answer: Each child
gets 4 balloons; then 2 balloons are left over».
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Figure 6. Solution strategy for the sharing problem.
Student B used a picture and encircled always 4 balloons (fig. 7). Inaccuracy in drawing
lead to the remainder 1, and the remainder was put into the trash. Afterwards he wrote
down the number sentence 18 divided by 4 makes 4.

Figure 7. Solution strategy for the sharing problem.
Student C worked out the division 18 divided by 4 by using the written algorithm (fig.
8). The answer respectively the interpretation of this arithmetical result is missing.

Figure 8. Solution strategy for the sharing problem.
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For the students the use of counters might have been another adequate level of solving
the problem. But the use of material does not guarantee a realistic solution. A striking
observation was reported by Davis (1989) (as cited in Greer 1993, p. 241): Pairs of
children were each given five balloons to be shared. One boy cut the fifth balloon in
half, and Davis put the question: «Was this boy really thinking about solving the actual
problem (effectively sharing the five balloons) or was he trying to accomodate himself
to the peculiar tribal culture of the American classroom?» (Davis, 1989, p. 144).
The fifth-graders (school for learning disabled) were also given the following bus
problem:
450 football fans are brought to the stadium by bus. Each bus can carry 36
persons. How many buses are needed? (see a comparable item in Verschaffel,
Greer & De Corte, 2000, p. 19)
Many fifth-graders used the written algorithm and got the numerical result 12.5. The
interpretation of the decimal number was interesting:
«You need 12.5 buses.»
«You need 13 buses.»
«You need 12 big buses and a smaller one.»
«You need 12 buses and a half.» The teacher asked, what ›a half bus‹ looks like
and this student gave a really unrealistic response: «Just a half bus! It has got two
wheels!»
Again, one may ask if this student is solving the actual problem or acting in accordance
to lessons’ rules and mathematical exactness.
CONCLUSIONS FOR INSTRUCTION
• Variety of problems
First thing to say is that the most effective or optimal problem does not exist! To serve
as a contribution for development, problems could be context-embedded but also could
and should consist of pure numbers. Mathematics should make connections to
children’s life, and we should be aware that children are interested in signs, symbols
and numbers, so context-free problems also belong to their life and support their
development.
For teaching mathematics in contexts, it is necessary to offer a variety of problems and
tasks so that the children can develop different strategies for modeling (Hollenstein &
Eggenberg, 1998; Verschaffel, Greer & De Corte, 2000). Being aware of different
convenient strategies, we might avoid the development of mechanistic work. Moreover,
the awareness of teachers is an irredeemable condition: «The key-word strategy […] is
of interest because many teachers teach it without understanding its ultimate
limitations» (Sowder, 1989a, p. 107).
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You may use specific context problems which cannot be solved by traditional school
methods, which show whether students solve the problem in a mechanic manner and
which force the children to think about the context (Verschaffel, 2002; van den HeuvelPanhuizen, 1997; Stehlikova, 1996).
Greer (1993) stressed that «children typically receive not training in discriminating
between cases where routine solutions are or are not appropriate» (p. 239). Children
should become aware of the difficulties. For further reflection problems which provoke
contradictions could be used. Confronting children with strategies that are quite
different from their own would also be helpful.
Concerning the type of context one should offer on the one hand authentic situations
(Hollenstein & Eggenberg, 1998). On the other hand, it is not necessary that the context
is realistic or has original data etc. at any rate, one may also present artificial contexts.
But students have to distinguish between problems and situations representing
reality/real life and situations that do not and primarily serve as thinking problems.
Another type would be the writing of word/story problems by the students themselves
for example to a given structure or to a given number sentence. To differentiate between
the problematic items and routine items and to think about the context seriously, one
may specify the problem: «Make up problems for 6394:12 for which the answer would
be: 532, 533, 532 remainder 10, 532 5/6, 532.83333… or an impossible assignment»
(Treffers, 1987, p. 205).
A further offer are incomplete word problems (fig. 9). To think about sensible data for
the given contexts and problems will be an activity that takes the context more seriously
(Ahmed & Williams, 1997; Scherer & Scheiding, 2006).

Figure 9. Incomplete word problems (Ahmed & Williams, 1997, p. 10).
• Support of own strategies
For successful solutions, also of at first unfamiliar problems, it seems essential to
encourage especially learning-disabled children to really try their own ways. These
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should explicitly be made the subject of discussion in class (Scherer, 2003a). Only in
this way, these children learn that they themselves can solve given tasks or problems in
general with their own ideas.
Children should know different levels for data processing (concrete, iconic, symbolic)
and realize that the symbolic level might not be the best one in every case. For a lot of
context problems, for example, drawing a picture may be a more suitable solving
strategy than beginning with writing down an arithmetical term. Other problems even
cannot be solved directly and the students have to try out first. Those different levels
should be discussed in mathematics education and children should learn to choose the
level in view of the context/the type of context problem.
Especially for the solution of word problems or context problems in general the own
notations and independently developed strategies play a fundamental role. The
knowledge gained in this way can be remembered and applied easier, and it also
contributes to the support of self-confidence and independence (Isenbarger & Baroody,
2001). The lacking self-confidence in particular presents a big obstacle with learningdisabled children. Even though they are potentially able to solve the given problems, the
lacking self-confidence or the fear of failure makes them fail.
Experience has shown that different strategies emerge with children of one class, even
though they had the same instruction. With classes of a school for learning-disabled
children with different school careers of the single children, one must assume even more
difficulties. The concept of small steps and of same steps, which is still common in this
type of school, certainly does not represent a suitable conception for instruction and
support.
• Support of basic knowledge
Certain base abilities are essential for solving context problems. These are for example
addition and multiplication table or also subitizing etc. Several studies have shown that
this is where a big source of errors is situated, even in higher grades (Scherer, 2003a).
Referring to this, relation-rich learning and practicing is of great importance (Scherer,
2003b, 2005). This is about relations between single tasks, between the single
operations as well as about relations between the different levels of representation. Only
like this, knowledge which is not immediately accessible anymore, can be effectively
reconstructed. This of course requires that explicit relevance is attached to the
understanding of the relations, a comprehensive introduction and learning and practising
in manifold relations (van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2001).
• More conscious selection of numerical data
In order to do justice to the individual achievements, a variation of easy and more
demanding problems is recommended on the one hand. Among other things, this can
also be realized by means of so-called open problems. On the other hand, certain
relations such as exchange tasks or derived tasks are to be explicitly practised by means
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of the selection of the numerical data. The thinking about number values and their more
conscious use should not be underestimated.
Above all, children should get the correct answers to given problems and understand
what they do. That will be more successful than just intending to “get the problem
done” (Sowder, 1989a).
Last but not least, we should realize opportunities for all students. When working with
low attainers we should not go back to traditional approaches like unrealistic, easy
problems or learning in a reproductive way (Verschaffel, 2002). Real life is complex
and those students, too, should be able to solve real life problems. Especially for low
achievers the aspects mentioned before are of great importance. Only in this sense,
mathematics could be a real contribution for the children’s development.
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ABSTRACT: In this paper we will put in evidence a strong correlation between
variability concerning additive arithmetical problems through wordings given by a
sample of elementary teachers and the difficulty of sets of these problems when they are
given to be solved by students. This result, which is interpreted mainly through the
framework of the didactical contract, a fundamental component of the theory of
didactical situations, allows us to point the fact that responsiveness to didactical
contract is an important factor in success or failure in teaching-learning mathematics.
This factor doesn’t simply lie in individual, personal or psychological properties of the
student but on anthropological basis related to cultural and family reasons. Moreover,
the role of ‘good’ assortments of problems (for instance taking into account the
importance of variability) and the identification of anthropological factors justify the
interest of an approach in which situations, sets of situations cannot be studied in the
field of mathematical teaching apart of the conditions of their learning by students
combining classroom factors with external factors concerning students and their
teachers. So is the main purpose of the anthropo-didactique approach.
Key words: Didactical contract, didactical variability, arithmetic problems,
responsiveness.
This paper discusses research that aims to bring to the fore the importance of an
anthropo-didactique framework in order to better understand certain mathematics
education phenomena, like sensitivity to the didactical contract that will be presented in
this text. This approach developed over several years at the laboratory of Didactics and
Anthropology of Sciences and Technology (DAEST), lies in the extension of the theory
of didactical situations (Brousseau, 1997, 1998) by combining it with the framework
stemming from educational anthropology. Its ambition is to analyze phenomena that are
not a matter for only one framework or the other. The research presented here focuses
on the didactical effects, measured mainly in terms of sensitivity to the contract,
variability of teachers in the conception of the wording of arithmetical problems. It
constitutes an example of this structuring.

Bernard Sarrazy

POSITION AND IMPORTANCE OF THIS QUESTION
The organization and study of educational situations must take note of the complexity of
the topic targeted for acquisition. However, this complexity neither is nor is produced
by the mathematical description alone. One of the most enlightening examples is
provided by the theory of conceptual fields: if addition of whole numbers, rational
numbers, real numbers, find means of existing in systems which enables it to be
described, it could never be presented without the full expansion in which they are
involved, without the group of situations where it plays a part. The importance of taking
these matters into consideration from the moment one sets out to teach addition has
been given prominence whether that is in the very early research in mathematics
education, notably in teaching practices or even in more recent theoretical research
approaches. Regarding the additive problems of school arithmetic, G. Vergnaud has
greatly brought to the fore the role of these groups of problems in the conceptualization
of addition (Vergnaud & Durand, 1976). One might also, in a way, regard the ecological
perspective of the study of mathematical organizations, introduced a couple of years ago
by Chevallard as part of the same theoretical concern.
The question of the description of the complexity of topics, notions and areas of
mathematics to be taught interests not only researchers but also teacher trainers,
curriculum writers, textbook authors and, of course, the teachers themselves. However,
the form of describing this complexity as well as the ways of taking it into account, are
dependant on the institutions that make use of them. These institutions determine, in
return, the usage of these forms which, in itself, constitutes a true didactical question.
The recent research in didactics of mathematics or in psychology provides quite
accurate knowledge of the complexity of the additive problems and of the variables that
enables it to be described; a full inventory of these works will not be given here, but
certain of them will be cited in the second section concerning the variables used to
measure the didactical variability of teachers in the conception of their wording.
Didactics assortments and the didactical contract
The bringing together of a mathematical subject and a didactical intention call for work
to transform this topic and assuring compatibility of the properties of the topic with the
educational aim. On this question, one can refer to the Y. Chevallard’s developments on
didactical transposition and those realized within the framework of the Theory of
Didactical Situations in Mathematics (TDSM) by G. Brousseau (1997, 1998), since this
theory aims to control the preservation of the meaning of the subjects at the time of
transposition from one institution to another.
The setting up of several catalogues of situations, problems and exercises appears
amongst these transformations, which enables one to assure a certain number of
functions linked preserving the meaning of the mathematical subject’s properties. The
choices that determine the composition of these catalogues and (sometimes) their
conditions of use are themselves determined by several ‘noosphériens’ levels: that of
the educational institution, the transposition carried out by diverse intermediate
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institutions (such as textbooks or other kinds of study aids), the teacher, who has strictly
speaking de facto the responsibility of the transposition of these topics and didactical
devices.
The composition of these groups and their setting up in study devices like those
organized from institutional devices refers to an explicit project of study realization that
aims to determine a priori the regulation and the sharing responsibility between the
pupils and the teacher, be that culturally or simply through habit, appears to us to be a
central topic for research in the field of didactics. At present, and notably in France, a
number of studies are committed to investigating the means of constructing these
groups and the conditions and effects of their insertion into didactical institutions.
Amongst these proposals that concern the study of an educational project, the
anthropological approach (Chevallard, 1999) distinguishes between the aim and its
descriptive system (mathematical praxeology) and the means (didactical praxeology).
In the framework defined by the theory of didactical situations (Brousseau, 1997, 1998)
some recent evolutions have contributed to the development of instruments that enables
one to investigate the question of interactions between a repertoire of mathematical
knowledge – representing the educational aim – and some elements of didactical
strategy which can be employed to carry out this teaching. This is the case for example
of the notion of ‘didactical assortment’ introduced by F. Esmenjaud-Genestoux (2000)
that has contributed to refine the model of the didactical action of teachers, by
specifying their choices relating to the group of problems and exercises in order to
fulfill the didactical project. However, it is also a matter of going even further and to
take into account, not only the way it is involved in the structure of author’s explicit and
implicit conceptions, but also the way the pupils adhere to the project. The theoretical
framework of the didactical contract has shown it’s significance concerning this topic
for analyzing the didactical effects (like for instance the phenomena of sensitivity to the
didactical contract), some implicit one inherent to all didactical relationships, whether
they are linked (or not) to the inevitable explanations in negotiating the sharing of
intentions and the respective responsibilities of the teacher and of the student: to teach
and to learn.
Indeed, whether the teachers possess different educational or epistemological
sensitivity, whether the students with their different trajectories and methods of
structuring their familial environment have different ways of being involved in the
educational situations, whether they establish different relationships with regard to the
discipline taught, all this represents evidence difficult to be questioned. These questions,
certainly too general and therefore not very specific to the knowledge taught have been
studied only very little in the field of didactics and this field of research was
traditionally part of the realm of sociologists or specialists of the science of education1
1

Yet, the praxeological stakes which relate to it (in terms of educational policies and teachers training)
are far from insignificant as is shown in the current noospherien debate (Le Monde): “should the
student put au the center of the educational system, as the law of course guidance (1989) stipulates or
place the transfert of knowledge at the center of the system ?” (Ferry, 2003)
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which could, in part, explain the fact that the latter have a stronger ’noosphérien’
outlook. Nevertheless, it would be unwise to assert that these differences have no effect
on the ways of organizing the situations, co-ordinating their realization and
consequently the way in which the students learn mathematics. This is precisely the aim
of the anthropo-didactique approach of mathematics education phenomena that we have
been developing for several years in our laboratory. Its aim is to study the conversion of
these non didactical dimensions, by examining their effects on didactical phenomena.
This research perspective does not demand any prefix of type pluri, multi or co but
situates itself where the two research traditions overlap: the theory of didactical
situations (Brousseau, 1997, 1998) and educational anthropology that ranges from the
ethnography of communication (Gumperz, 1989; Philips, 1972) to social interactionism
(Goffman, 1974) and to which one must also add the anglo-saxon research mainly
North American; related to the failure of students from cultural minorities.
The research presented in this article participates in this approach. It aims to understand
the conditions likely to explain why certain students permit themselves to make use of
the knowledge that has been taught to them, in new situations, whilst others, although
they know the taught algorithms, do not ‘recontextualise’ their knowledge. In absence
of a satisfactory explanatory model, these differences are then necessarily attributed to
the students’ charisma, their cognitive abilities, in brief the mental capacities of the
individuals, they remain highly hypothetical and for which teachers have no didactical
instrument to transform or to make them evolve.
Responsiveness to the didactical contract
Responsiveness to the didactical contract is a concept we introduced (Sarrazy, 1996) to
describe the position of schoolchildren with regard to the implicates that are mobilised
in the didactical contract2.
Let us recall the main purpose of this concept.
Each teaching situation lies on a contract the conditions of which are implicit and
unutterable. As such, this is a funding paradox, known under the designation of “the
paradox of devolution”. It is at the very basis of every teaching relation: the teacher
never can tell to the student what he is waiting from him without leaving the possibility
of noticing by himself the satisfaction of his expectations. One can object that he can
obtain from the student an exact reproduction of what he said, of what he showed to
him. He can also ask to memorize some rules, definitions or models of solutions, but he
can’t summon him to learn, in other words to require from the student that he
recognizes here and now one of the occasions to utilize one of the rules he taught to
him. That are exactly these innumerable situations of the use that the teacher fruitlessly
tries to show through various examples (supposed to be sufficiently generative), but that
2

The didactical contract is defined by G. Brousseau as "the set of (specific [knowledge taught])
behaviours of the teacher expected by the pupil and the set of pupil behaviours expected by the teacher"
(Brousseau, 1980, 127). Refer also to the synthesis on this concept (Sarrazy, 1995) in which we explain
the reasons for its coming about, its evolution in the same field as didactics, and its use in various
scientific communities.
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remain totally incommunicable. Let us take, as an example the famous problem: What is
the age of the captain ?, which was at the origin of the notion of didactical contract,
submitted to primary school students aged 9 to 12 by researchers in the IREM of
Grenoble in 1979:
“On a boat there are 26 sheep and 10 goats. What is the age of the captain?” If you set
this problem to schoolchildren aged 9 to10, as the group of researchers from the IREM
in Grenoble did in 1979, more than three quarters of them calculate the age by adding
the figures together. This phenomenon, known as the ‘age of the captain’, has been
identified by educationalists as one of the apparent effects of this contract (Brousseau,
1997, 1998; Chevallard, 1988) and explains why most pupils produce a numerical
answer to this unusual problem.
In this sort of situation, the teacher cannot explicitly say what is expected of the pupils,
and they can only wonder about the content of his or her expectation: do they have to
show, as they usually do, their ability to solve a problem which seems to point towards
mathematics, thus ignoring (or pretending to ignore) the rather comical aspect of the
question, or must they comment on the relevance of the question with regard to the
information they have been given?
Depending on the “response” they provide to these “questions” on the nature of this
implicate, they will either answer “36”, as most pupils do, or reject the validity of the
question by saying they are unable to provide a reasonable answer. It is precisely this
positioning with regard to this implicate that we describe as “responsiveness to the
didactical contract”.
FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY
This is nothing new, since in 1981 the works by M. Brossard already highlighted these
inter-individual differences, showing that some pupils decipher the intentions of the
teacher with more finesse than others and seem to have greater ‘facility’ “in anticipating
the questions of the teacher, in situating an individual activity in the larger scheme of
things [...] while for others it is a case of submitting to the instructions of the teacher, of
trying to conform to his apparent intentions, or of abandoning any attempt to understand
the reasons behind his actions” (id., 18).
Apart from a few later works such as those by Schubauer-Leoni (1986), who introduced
the concept of the “differential contract”, those by Laborde (1991), Balacheff (1988) or
those by Krummheuer (1988) (Cf. Sarrazy, 1995 for a synthesis), most research has not
adequately explained the inter-class variability of the responsiveness that we have
evidenced3. Our own works (Sarrazy, 1997) have on the one hand shown that giving a
numerical answer to a non-calculable problem (of the ‘captain’ type) is more closely
linked to the type of situation than to the cognitive level of the pupils, and on the other
3

A two classification factors variance analysis [Maths Level (3 modalities) × Classes (7 modalities] put
in evidence a significant class effect independent of the students school level (F1 = 5.88 ; p. < .01 ddl =
6 – F2 = 26.09 ; p. < .01 ; ddl = 2 – F3 = 0.56 ; ns).
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hand have demonstrated highly significant (intra-situational) class effects. We therefore
put forward the hypothesis that the origin of the differences in responsiveness is to be
found in the types of didactical action of the teacher, and that these differences are not
to be considered as evidence of a cognitive style (“dependence-independence with
regard to the field”; sensitivity to social influences; tolerance-intolerance to ambiguity,
etc. – cf. Witkin et al., 1978; Huteau, 1987).
This research lies on a theoretical model which was composed through three main
theoretical influences:
1) The various researches related to the effects of the wording of problems on
the mode of resolution by the students. These studies were mainly situated in
psychology and their interest lies in the fact that they contribute to identify
variables of structure and formulation that will permit to elaborate a model about
the variability of wording. This model will be very useful in the case of the
problems proposed by the teachers. Moreover these researches will give a good
description of the differences between problems in which are involved the same
kind of arithmetical operations, namely addition and subtraction.
2) The various research related to didactical variability, mainly that of Bru
(1991) about teaching of reading and writing, or those more ancient from
Flanders (1966) and Drévillon (1980).
3) But these two first theoretical origins are to be deeply linked to the theory of
didactical situations (Brousseau, 1997, 1998). As a matter of fact, the milieu (the
problem proposed to the students, the discursive environment…) is barely of an
a-didactical nature. The milieu doesn’t offer many opportunities of feedback
about the decisions they take in the course of resolution of the problem. Now,
we know that these feedback and interactions between the ‘solver’ and the
milieu are necessary to allow knowledge progress. So, our model is based on the
central idea that a high variability will permit to compensate the character no
a-didactical of the milieu.
We can examine this theoretical hypothesis: the more a same form of organization of
wording presents different modalities of realization, the higher is the uncertainty tied to
this form.
The more a teacher shows the ability to envisage different ways of wording a problem:
• the better that teacher can cope, for example, via a “didactical artefact” by
immediately finding (“off the cuff”) a counter-example to invalidate (or develop)
an unexpected and incorrect response from a pupil – this hypothesis carries all the
more weight when you know that the classes of teachers who refuse any form of
traditional (magisterial) teaching are strongly interactive, and that they teach by
immediate settlement or by redirecting the responses produced by the pupils (cf.
Sarrazy, 2001);
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• the less likely the pupil is to establish an almost mechanical link between the
algorithms he or she has and the situations in which they should be applied by
trusting only the formal aspects of the problem. We are more interested here in the
effects of the adaptation of situations paradox (Brousseau, 1997, 1998), a paradox
that is more closely associated with the long-term effects of the contract
(Chevallard, 1988) than with the devolution paradox4. Indeed, as Brousseau
comments, “The more the student has been drilled in formal exercises, the more it
is difficult for her, later, to restore a fruitful functioning of concepts so acquired.
“Application” of learned, ready-made knowledge goes badly because the logic of
the articulation of the acquisitions which compose it is exclusively that of the
knowledge itself and because the role of situations has been excluded a priori.”
(Brousseau, 1997, 43).
So we think that the greater the variability of the teacher, the more the student is led to
question the field of validity of his or her knowledge through the game of
decontextualisation/recontextualisation introduced by these variations, and the less
likely he or she is to be responsive to the didactical contract because he or she does not
establish an unequivocal relationship between a rule, an algorithm and its conditions of
application. Reciprocally, the lesser the variability of the teacher, the higher the
probability that the pupil solves the problem simply by analogy or by relying only on
the formal aspects of the problem, and the more likely the pupil is to be responsive to
the implicates of the contract (Sarrazy & Novotná, 2005). Note that this hypothesis is
consistent with the idea of a didactical functionality of the contract studied in the
didactics of mathematics by Chevallard (1988): the contract is indispensable to the
enrolment of pupils in the task and thus ensures a certain form of cognitive economy,
similar to what Balacheff calls “custom” (1988) – something necessary for the pupil to
become engaged in the activity proposed by the teacher (too much variability would not
allow the relative stability required for contract-breaking).
It’s more the effects of the paradox of adaptation to situations (Brousseau, 1997, 1998)
more deeply associated to the long terms effects of the contract, that will be our main
interest, than those effects linked to the paradox of devolution as such.
In order to estimate the variability of the teachers (this, we should point out, was not
merely a question of producing “difficult” problems), we consulted the literature
(mainly psychology) to list the variables whose effectiveness with regard to the solution
was proven. We identified 14 variables which we grouped into 3 categories:
1. Numerical, grouping the variables which relate to the numerical values of the
problem;
4

In order to learn, the pupil must break the contract to satisfy the contractual requirements. As Brousseau
notes: “If she accepts that, according to the contract, the teacher teaches her the result, she does not
establish it herself and therefore does not learn mathematics; she does not make it her own. If, on the
other hand, she refuses all information from the teacher, then the didactical relationship is broken.
Learning implies, for her, that she accepts the didactical relationship but that she considers it as
temporary and does her best to reject it. ” (Brousseau, 1997, 41-42).
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2. Rhetorical, relating to the organisation forms of the presentation of the
problem;
3. Semantic-conceptual (expression borrowed from Fayol, 1991, 268); this last
cluster groups together both the strictly logical-mathematical variables (the type
of additive structure, for example) and variables relating to the links between
certain rhetorical aspects (the presence of a trigger, for example) and certain
logical-mathematical aspects (the mathematical operator that actually has to be
used).
A – Numerical variables
1⎪Type of numerals used (TN)
We chose as a criterion the effect of the size of numbers on the calculation strategies
that this choice implied (it is easier to calculate the difference between 11,000 and
12,000 than between 136 and 68):
• We consider that numbers are large if the pupil has to use a canonical
procedure to calculate their sum or their difference;
• Reciprocally, we consider that numbers are small if the pupil can use a
procedure other than the canonical procedure (counting with fingers, use of the
complement procedure…).
2⎪Presence of irrelevant data
The works by Arter and Clinton (1974) or those by Campbell (1968) show that,
regardless of the level of the subject, the presence of irrelevant data significantly slows
down the solving process, even if it is obvious that this data is irrelevant.
B – Rhetorical variables
1⎪Presence / absence of a semantic index (SI)
S. Ehrlich (1990, 31) defines the semantic index as “a semantic unit bringing together a
concept and a verbal expression that can be limited to a single word. This semantic unit
exercises a specific function in formulation, by marking a process of accumulation or
comparison.” (e.g.: “buy”, “sell”, “x more… less… times more…”). These indices can
cause highly significant effects on the performances of subjects by facilitating or
complicating the construction of the representation of the problem. The case of
relational calculation is a particularly good example: these “wording variables” cause
great difficulties among pupils, who very often interpret these relational expressions in
non-relational ways (Vergnaud, 1980, 195; Conne, 1985).
2⎪Theme (TF)
Is the theme evocated in the problem familiar or not to the students? According to the
degree of familiarity, performances are significantly different: familiar situations
provoke more success than unfamiliar situations (Fayol, 1991; Ehrlich, 1990).
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3⎪Presence / absence of a trigger in the question
A trigger is a semantic unit in the question; it induces a type of operation – sometimes
wrongly. For example, in the question “How many apples does he have left?”, the
trigger “left” induces a subtraction — while “in total” induces an addition, “each” a
division, etc.
4⎪Syntagmatic organisation (SO) and temporal organisation (TO) (n° 6)
Two types of organisation have been distinguished here:
• syntagmatic organisation, corresponding to the order of events in the problem;
• temporal organisation, corresponding to the order of events in reality.
These two orders may or may not coincide.
The influence of this variable is particularly apparent in problems that only bring
transformations into play: performances are generally much better when the order
expressed corresponds to chronological order of events.
As we shall see later, these two variables (“syntagmatic order” and “temporal
organisation”) strongly interact with the operative order (OP) (i.e. order in which data in
a numerical calculation is used). This interaction explains the differences in
performance with the same problem (Fayol, 1991; Ehrlich, 1990):
• The problem is solved better if the three types of organisation are identical
(OP = OT = OS);
• If the question is seeking the final state, the match between the syntagmatic
order and the temporal order has no effect; on the other hand, if the question is
seeking the initial state, the difficulty becomes much greater (Fayol, 1990, p.171).
5⎪ Position of the question
The position of the question, at any age and for any type of problem, causes differences
in success rates. For the same problem, placing the question at the top leads to an
increase in performance which is more marked as the problem becomes harder (Fayol &
Abdi, 1986; Fayol, 1990, 175). This position makes it easier to enter the space of the
problem and facilitates the construction of the representation of the problem (Richard,
1984, 1990). We distinguish three types of positioning: at the start, in the middle and at
the end.
6⎪ Vocabulary used
The problems can be made easier or harder depending on whether the vocabulary used
is familiar to the pupil or not (Ehrlich, 1985; Fayol, 1991). In the same way as for the
estimation of the familiarity of the theme – and for the same reasons – we chose the
same procedure as that presented above. Only three terms were judged “unfamiliar”:
“valves”, “culminate” and “reign”.
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7⎪ Type of formulation
Are the processes used by the subjects analogous when the problem is open form
(narrative) or closed form (classical)?
• classical: the text is short and condensed; the sentences are relatively short and
simple; there are very few distracting elements, that is, without any direct bearing
on the structure of the problem: for example, I made a purchase [vs I bought some
bananas…] of £15.86. [problem n° 14];
• narrative: the problem is enriched in narrative terms and contains information
that is irrelevant for the solution. (See Brissiaud & Escarabajal, 1988)
The search for necessary information in open form complicates the solving process and
brings about changes of procedure – unlike the closed form, which only requires pupils
to deal with the question (Audigier et al., 1978).
If the problem is familiar, this variable does not affect performance, because the
relational scheme is salient; however, if the problem is unfamiliar to the pupil, the
narrative aspect may obstruct the solving of the problem.
It should nonetheless be pointed out that, generally speaking, pupils, regardless of their
level, only pay very little attention to the words in the problem and are more interested
in the numerical information: “[they] seem to anticipate the nature of the problem and to
search for the information given by numbers, in order to do the expected operations
more quickly; this strategy can be compared to that observed by De Corte and
Verschaffel, who noted that children spend considerable time on the numbers […] and
that some do not even read the question in the problem.” (Zagar et al., 1991, p. 147).
C – Semantic-Conceptual Variables
1⎪ Type of Additive Structure (TY)
Let us consider the following two expressions: “A has 6 x less than B” and “A has lost 6
x”; if, from the point of view of algebra, the two are equivalent, from the semanticconceptual point of view they are not. The origin of these difficulties lies not in
numerical calculation, but in relational calculation. Vergnaud (1980) distinguished six
categories of additive relation working on the basis of the distinction between three
concepts (measurement, temporal transformations, and static relations). Here is a brief
reminder:
1. Two measurements combine to produce one measurement;
2. A transformation is operated on a measurement to produce a measurement;
3. A relation links two measurements;
4. Two transformations combine two produce one transformation;
5. A transformation is operated on a relative state to produce a relative state;
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6. Two relative states combine to produce a relative state.
The various types of problems that can be produced using this typology are very far
from being resolved with the same level of success by 10-year-old pupils (Vergnaud,
1981; Fayol, 1990, 1991). We must therefore observe whether this dimension of the
problem is used by the teachers to produce problems of contrasting levels of difficulty
or not.
2⎪ Nature of the Unknown (NU)
For the same problem, the choice of the unknown can cause greatly varying difficulties.
Whatever the age of the pupils, problems in which they must find the final state are
resolved more often than those in which it is the initial state that is the unknown (Fayol
& Abdi, 1986); this variable could well be one of the most important difficulty factors
(Fayol, 1990, 1991; Nesher et al., 2003).
3⎪ Correspondence between the syntagmatic order (SO) and the operative order (OP)
(n° 12)
In the same way we did for the syntagmatic organisation and temporal organisation (see
above, § 6), we can distinguish two types of organisation here:
• the operative order matches the order in which the data is used in the numerical
calculation;
• the syntagmatic organisation corresponds to the order of appearance of the
numerical data in the explanation of the problem;
The problem is easier when the two orders coincide.
4⎪ Correspondence between the trigger (DE) and the mathematical operator (M)
We must remember that the trigger is a semantic unit of the question that can induce a
type of operation. We use the words “mathematical operator” to refer to the type of
operation required by the problem (here it is addition or subtraction). Two types of case
are therefore possible: either they are identical (“+” “+”, “-” “-”) or they are different (“” “+”, “+” “-”).
5⎪ Correspondence between the semantic index (SI) and the mathematical operator (M)
As for the previous variable, we will observe whether the semantic index corresponds to
the mathematical operator or not.
RESULTS
We asked seven teachers of the 4th year of French elementary school, all with the same
length of experience at this level, to write down six arithmetic problems in our
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presence5: three with a solution requiring addition and the other three requiring
subtraction. Below is an extract from the protocol sheet used:
You are a teacher in the 4th year of elementary school. In January, you want to test
your pupils' knowledge in addition and subtraction.
You decide to set them a test including :
* 3 problems with solutions to be found by doing just one addition
*3 problems with solutions to be found by doing just one subtraction
NB !

)

* Only use whole numbers
* The problems must be as different as possible (in terms of difficulty)

It should be specified that the teachers did not consult any documents such as manuals
when answering our request. The 42 resulting problems were analysed using a grid
which we are presenting:
The procedure for calculating the variety index for additive problems (IVa) consisted in
counting, for each of the 14 variables, the variations observed (Vo) over the three
problems as a whole in relation to the number of possible variations (Vp) (IVa =
Vo/Vp). If we only calculated the sum of the variations (Vo) we would underestimate the
value of the index in cases where certain variations are formally excluded by the choice
made on other variables6. The same calculation procedure was used to measure the
variety index in relation to the subtractive problems (IVs). According to the strong
correlation between the two index (r = .91 ; s. ; p. < .01), we will take their arithmetic
average as the value of IV7.
The 42 problems were then proposed to 27 students of aged 8 to9. We observed a strong
correlation (r = .97 ; s. ; p. < .001) between the average success on these problems and
the index of variability on these problems. Consequently we can assert that the higher
the index of variability, the more difficult problems are (and conversely).
The observed correlation (r = -.74 ; s. ; p. < .05) between the values of the index of
variability of the seven teachers and the average scores of the flexibility degree /
formalism validates our initial hypothesis: The more a teacher’s variability is, the more
5

This problem-collecting procedure (producing problems of contrasting difficulty, without consulting
schoolbooks) is justified by the fact that we are seeking to measure what we might call the
improvisational ability of the teachers.
6
If, for example, for the set of three additive problems, there were only a single trigger (DE), then no
variation would be possible on the DE/M variable (correspondence between the trigger and the
mathematical operator).
7
Although this calculation procedure has the drawback of losing the information linked with the variety
profile, we chose it for two reasons. First, the seven profiles do not necessarily contain the same
number of items of data, since the number of variables that can be evaluated can vary from 11 to 14. De
facto, the aggregation of the individuals by their profiles (using a hierarchic classification, for example)
was thus impossible. Second, it is the quantitative dimension of variability that interests us here, and
not its qualitative dimension (besides, there is absolutely no reason why we should make prior
judgements as to the importance of one variable in relation to another).
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students offers a good flexibility in the resolution ; conversely, the weaker a teacher’s
variability is, the more formalists and dependent of the formal aspects of the wording
are the students instead of being aware of the “mere comprehension” of this wording to
produce an answer.
So, when the teaching is repetitive it can more simply lead the students to adapt to the
teaching situations by the means of the identification of indices (triggers for instance) to
answer to the situations; students can develop an appropriate behaviour without any
understanding of the meaning of mathematical knowledge involved in these situations.
A high variability invalid these strategies: the student cannot trust only to these indices,
and consequently, the involvement of the students is more probable.
The more a teacher shows an ability to make relevant variations to the conception of the
wording, the less his or her pupils show a “rigid” relationship with the rules taught and
the less responsive they are to the contract than the pupils of those who possess a less
extensive register of variation.
As M. Bru underlined (1991, p.136), about teaching reading and writing on the first
grade, when variety is effective, it becomes more difficult to simulate and, correlatively,
the pupils are more likely to become involved. The role of the pupil is thus modified
and a greater level of attention achieved. Whatever the case, these interpretations cannot
be disproved by our results. This result fits in with the theoretical model mentioned
above: variability would appear to be a dimension of the teacher’s action that can
constitute a condition that is necessary, but not sufficient, for the decontextualisation of
the knowledge taught and, as a result, it is likely to have beneficial effects on learning
processes.
DISCUSSION
Admittedly, the model is an attractive one but we should avoid the temptation to
simplify matters. Indeed, we have good reason to believe that the variability studied
here cannot be considered as an isolated dimension of the action of teachers. We have
shown (Sarrazy, 1996) that this dimension is closely linked to other aspects of the
didactical organisation of teaching situations: the classes of teachers who show strong
(vs weak) variability are strongly (vs weakly) interactive (Sarrazy, 2001), the tasks
introducing new knowledge are complex (vs simple), and the forms of grouping pupils
– group, collective, individual, etc. – are diversified (vs only collective learning). Thus,
and although we cannot provide evidence, we think that variability is only effective
when combined with other dimensions. For example, as soon as a teacher opens up the
field of exchanges by pedagogical choice, he or she creates at the same time conditions
in which actions and spontaneous decisions can emerge from the pupil, actions that had
not necessarily been anticipated by the teacher. The teacher is thus obliged to update his
or her strategies quickly so as to adjust these representations of the problem situation
(by looking for counter-examples, etc.). It is therefore not unreasonable to put forward
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the idea that variability may correspond with a form of ad hoc adaptation to these
anthropo-didactical conditions.
As it was shown by Feuille (2002) on the basis of a study about 17 teachers of the grade
3 to 6, this variability is strongly related to the pedagogical beliefs of the teachers
[t = 3.36; p. < .004] and doesn’t have any relations neither with any recent in service
training they could have in mathematics, nor with their university level or the quality
(scientific or not) of their GCE.
So we have to take into account practices or at least some elements of these practices.
These practices are not completely spontaneous but according to our hypothesis we are
led to consider them as ruled by choices some elements of which are explicit.
From a praxeological point of view these results appear to be encouraging, for better
understanding the action of the teachers and enable one to rationally envisage the study
of didactical conditions relating to the distribution of what one might call professional
knowledge. It is from this view point that we will direct our future work.
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ABSTRACT: This contribution investigates the specific forms and conditions of
mathematical communication in the primary mathematics classroom. Two case studies
are presented which illustrate that mathematical communication and argumentation of
school children is diverse, uses concrete singular examples, and it is full of everyday
descriptions as well as personal judgments. Nevertheless young students are able to
construct new mathematical knowledge with their own explanations, interpretations and
argumentations. This contribution is based on the new book by the author (Steinbring,
2005) that offers a careful and detailed elaboration of the epistemologically oriented
analysis of everyday mathematics interaction.
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MATHEMATICAL COMMUNICATION IN
SCIENCE AND IN TEACHING
In the frame of mathematical teaching and learning processes, the following question is
necessarily raised: Which special nature does the mathematical knowledge have? This
question can be and usually is answered in many different ways. A common answer is
that mathematics represents an objective and logically consistent knowledge, which is
discovered in mathematical science according to eternal laws and imaginary ideal
objects. Such a view perceives mathematics as an autonomous, already existing and
ideal construction, which is not subject to the subjective influence of the researcher or
the learning student.
I would like to clearly take a different perspective onto the nature of mathematical
knowledge. The development of mathematical knowledge fundamentally takes place
within the context of social construction and individual interpretation processes.
Mathematical knowledge thus is not merely given beforehand or eternally existent, it is
constructed by means of social activities and individual interpretations.

Heinz Steinbring

Mathematics is generally considered as the only science where knowledge is uniform,
universal, and free from contradictions. «Mathematics is a social product – a >net of
norms<, as Wittgenstein writes. In contrast to other institutions – traffic rules, legal
systems or table manners -, which are often internally contradictory and are hardly ever
unrestrictedly accepted, mathematics is distinguished by coherence and consensus.
Although mathematics is presumably the discipline, which is the most differentiated
internally, the corpus of mathematical knowledge constitutes a coherent whole. The
consistency of mathematics cannot be proved, yet, so far, no contradictions were found
that would question the uniformity of mathematics» (Heintz, 2000, p. 11).
In her extensive sociological work «The Internal World of Mathematics – The Culture
and Practice of a Proving Discipline», Bettina Heintz (2000) identified the modern
mathematical proof as the decisive means for the increasing uniformity within
professional communication among mathematicians. For this, a changed perception in
the relation between the mathematical ›objects‹ and the ›conceptual relations‹ in the
history of mathematics was necessary: «In the course of the 19th century, the ›naive
abstractionism‹ … of earlier mathematics was replaced by objects, which are only
defined within mathematics. This ›work on the concepts‹ had also become urgent
because mathematicians increasingly used concepts, which could no longer be
understood as idealizations or abstractions from empirical experiences, but had an
exclusively ›fictional‹ character. … In the course of this ›theoretization‹ (Jahnke, 1990)
or ›deontologization‹ (Bekemeier, 1987, p. 220) of mathematics, concepts, which had so
far been used as a matter of course, were successively questioned and transferred into an
explicit system. … In the course of this conceptual reflection and reconstruction, many
essential parts of mathematics lost their natural and visual character. The
mathematicians who broke with tradition and replaced the ›natural‹ given by theoretical
constructs, ›artificial‹ ones, as often complained by the orthodox side, still clearly
realized the break they were carrying out» (Heintz, 2000, p. 263, 264).
This turning away from the visual, natural things and the construction of idealized
mathematical objects by means of defined conceptual relations created a strict and
doubtless basis of reasoning, on which the uniformity of mathematical, scientific
communication could develop (Heintz, 2000, p. 221). Given objects and an immediate
vision are interpretable in many ways and can lead to opposing views. «Even when
arguments are deductively constructed and argue with the help of logical rules, when
these arguments require a common knowledge and rely on intuition and visualization
they are more at risk of dissent than a formal argumentation which one can hardly avoid
even if it is contrary to intuition and experience» (Heintz, 2000, p. 274).
Within the professional communication of mathematical researchers, an increasing
universality and conformity of mathematical knowledge has become necessary; the
mathematical proof is seen as a strict communicative regulation between
mathematicians, in order to reach a common rejection or acceptance of statement to be
proved.
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In contrast to mathematical research practice, many different mathematical
constructions and interpretations can be observed within the practice of teaching and
learning mathematics. «Mathematics is said to be a discipline of mental clearness and
strictness. It is a paradox that this demand leads to a lot of mental confusion within
educational practice, which can even turn into discouragement, as clearness is no
absolute category. If it only remains a demand and it cannot be experienced, it remains
like a cold glow in the distance» (Hefendehl-Hebeker, 1995, p. 83).
For learning students, the strict professional mathematical communication between
mathematical experts is not yet an obvious basis of their instructional communication,
but a long-term goal that still has to be achieved. The students, especially in elementary
school, should be introduced by and by into the scientific mathematical culture.
QUALITATIVE
INSTRUCTION

INTERACTION

RESEARCH

ABOUT

MATHEMATICS

In the course of about the last 30 years, research approaches, which took the interplay
between mathematical knowledge, the teacher and learning student as the object of their
scientific investigations, have become more and more prominent in mathematicdidactics. Here, everyday mathematical instruction and learning processes are taken
seriously and are analyzed from a social interactionist perspective (e.g. Bauersfeld,
1988; Krummheuer, 1984; Maier & Vogt, 1991, 1994; Voigt, 1994; Steinbring, 2005).
The everyday mathematics teaching is seen as an independent culture, which is not
completely and directly determined by the scientific discipline of ›mathematics‹. In this
culture, there emerges a specific type of mathematical knowledge and mathematical
language.
As a fundamental research object of mathematics education, mathematical interaction or
communication processes are complex structures, in which questions of (school-)
mathematical knowledge and cognitive processes of learning and understanding as well
as social processes of instructing have to be put into a relation to each other. Research
on such processes requires methods from different disciplines.
In order to find a suitable answer to the question about the epistemological nature of
mathematical knowledge, one has to see mathematics within the context of a respective
culture. The grown and historically passed on mathematical knowledge emerges within
the culture of researching mathematicians, and ultimately, the offspring of a society
acquires the relevant mathematical knowledge in the respective (national) teaching
culture. In any culture, the existing signs and symbols, as well as their use and
interpretation, play an essential role (see Steinbring, 1997).
Mathematical symbols also have a central meaning within the respective mathematical
cultures. During the long development of the socio-historical culture, the emergence of
mathematical signs and symbols, as well as changes in their use and their interpretations
can be observed. Within the professional culture, mathematical symbols are used in an
unequivocal, well-defined way by the participants in the communication (see Heintz,
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2000). Within instructional culture, the students are introduced to the use of
mathematical signs and symbols; a multitude and partly uniformity of the emerging
mathematical interpretations and of the mathematical knowledge can be determined.
Mathematical signs and symbols have a double function for communicative processes
of teaching and learning. On the one hand, they are the «carriers» of mathematical
knowledge, i.e. with their help, mathematics is written down and represented. On the
other hand, the mathematical signs in different forms, ways of use and of interpretation
are the central elements of communication within the classroom culture. This makes it
necessary for mathematic-didactical research questions, which concentrate on real
instruction processes, their careful description and thorough analysis, to focus more on
the mathematical signs and symbols.
The epistemologically oriented method of qualitative analysis of social construction
processes of mathematical meanings within instruction and during the students’ learning
particularly serves for reconstructing the respective interactive interpretations of the
used signs and symbols. New, partly unknown mathematical signs can only be
explained and interpreted by means of referring to partly known reference contexts.
Such a relation explaining the new sign must ultimately be actively constructed by the
learning students themselves.
Fundamentally, mathematical signs and symbols do not merely function as names for
given objects in reality. The essential part of the mediation between signs / symbols and
reference contexts consists in the fact that both have to be fundamentally understood as
relational structures (see Steinbring, 2006). Furthermore, this mediation is regulated by
means of fundamental mathematical concept aspects.
In the frame of qualitative interpretative researches about mathematics instruction, the
epistemologically oriented interaction research focuses on the interactive development
of mathematical meanings and knowledge constructions. Epistemological problems of a
suitable mediation or interpretation between mathematical signs / symbols and matching
reference contexts are analyzed.
Mathematical instruction communications generally take place within the frame of
general communications. Under the theoretical perspective taken here, according to
which mathematical knowledge development is always embedded in according social
contexts, communication plays a particular role, be it in the specific form of
mathematical communication, be it in the extensive form of any communication.
FORMS OF MATHEMATICAL ARGUMENTATIONS SUITABLE FOR
CHILDREN –QUALITATIVE RESEARCH ON TEACHING AND LEARNING
MATHEMATICS
In elementary school mathematics instruction, children do not use unequivocal
definitions, correct ways of speaking and logically deductive arguments from the
beginning. Quite in the opposite, they interpret and argue with their own words and
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refer to concrete examples with numbers. However, it is important to reconstruct in a
careful analysis which spontaneous and implicit forms of generalization and correct
argumentation the children’s mathematical interactions contain in principle. The
following two case studies are intended to exemplarily show the kind of childish
argumentations within mathematics instruction.
Case study: Judith explains the connection between border numbers and circled
numbers
The following episode is taken from a class with about the same numbers of 3rd and 4th
grade students. The short teaching unit dealt with the topic of «cross-out number
squares». Such arithmetical squares are constructed using an addition table by adding
certain border numbers (Fig. 1). Cross-out number squares have the following property:
One can in such a (3 · 3) square choose (circle) in different ways 3 numbers such that in
each row and each column there is exactly one circled number. The sum of those three
circled numbers is constant, independently of the choice made (Fig. 2). The students
called this sum ›magic number‹.
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During the lessons taught before the students have calculated and observed magic
numbers for different squares. Then they investigated how cross-out number squares
can be constructed by using addition tables. During this lesson now, the connections
between border numbers and circled numbers is discussed. When trying to find an
answer to the question: «Why the magic number is always 66 in our square?» some
students state that the sum of the border numbers makes 66, too.
In the following, three central statements by Judith from a longer phase of interaction
between Judith, the teacher and other students will be selected. Step by step, Judith’s
contributions develop a new knowledge relation in cross-out number squares between
the border numbers and the three circled numbers in the square. The teacher says that
she is not yet satisfied with the remark that the sum of the six border numbers results in
the magic number. She calls Judith who goes to the black board on which the calculated
cross-out number square (see Fig. 1) can be seen.
352

J: Yes, like this, well I could also draw freehand another magic
square on the blackboard now. Because now, um, I’d say, these would
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all be very, very different numbers [points at the border numbers].
Because if one, um, … um, then always, um, it was ten plus thirteen
is, eh, is twenty-three [points accordingly at the mentioned numbers].
Yes and that , … and then if one then circles these now [points at the
middle numbers]. So an…, and then, so and then there is the twelve
once, the ten once, the eighteen once, the thirteen once, once, the nine
once and the four is in the game once. [points accordingly at the
numbers she mentions]
353

T: So, and we want to make that clear now. You are exactly on the
right track here. Judith …. Judith, can you show that? [points at the
whole number square]. Ehm, you say, each number is only in the
game once.

Judith points at the border numbers (Fig. 1) and says: «Yes, like this, yes, well, I could
draw freehand another magic square on the blackboard now. Because now, um, I’d say,
these would all be very, very different numbers [points at the border numbers]» (352).
In this way, Judith expresses a generality or variability in the particular case of the
present concrete cross-out number square with given border numbers. Then she wants to
introduce in her argument the construction principle, according to which the numbers in
the cross-out number square develop from the border numbers. This is no longer done
›generally‹, but by means of using the given numbers. However, Judith’s intention of
generality in speaking about the concrete case is quite obvious here. She says: «Because
if one, um, …um, then always, um, it was ten plus thirteen is, eh, is twenty-three [points
to the numbers she mentions]» (352). One could say that, for want of a general
designation, e.g. with algebraic forms of notation, she takes the numbers already present
as ›fill-ins‹ for the addition structure of two border numbers to construct a number in the
cross-out number square.
Judith continues her argument in the following way. She assumes that the numbers in
the diagonal were circled (that they were the selected crossing numbers): «… and then if
one then circles these now [points at the middle numbers]» (352). She adds that then
each of the six border numbers is «in the game once», i.e. appears in the additive
construction of the three circled numbers: «So an…, and then, …so and then there is the
twelve once, the ten once, the eighteen once, the thirteen once, on-, the nine once and
the four is in the game once. [points at the numbers she mentions]» (352).
The teacher confirms Judith’s justification and tells her that she is on the right track.
However, she wants to clarify this procedure. In several steps, Judith’s construction is
explained ›exactly‹. Judith first circles the 21 and crosses out the numbers in the
corresponding column and row: 19, 27, 16 and 25. Then she circles the 14 and
accordingly crosses out the numbers 22 and 29. The dissection exercises are written
down next to the cross-out number square: 12 + 9 = 27 and 10 + 4 = 14 (see Fig. 3). The
circled numbers and the respective border numbers are marked with the same color.
Finally, Judith circles the number 31.
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364

J: Well here ten plus four, we also have them in the game … [writes
on the blackboard: 10 + 4 = 14]. Yes. And then, um, I also circle
these two, yes also the thirty-one. So [gets another pencil from the
teacher and circles the number 31]. And then I also have the eighteen
and the thirteen in the, yes, in the game [marks the border numbers 18
and 13 with the pencil]. So and none is in there twice, because I have
also crossed out some of them [writes onto the blackboard: 18 + 13 =
31].

12 + 9 = 21
10 + 4 = 14
18 + 13 = 31

+

13

9

4

10

23

19

14

12

25

21

16

18

31

27

22

Figure 3. Border numbers and circled numbers.
Judith says: «And then I also have the eighteen and the thirteen in the, yes, in the game
[marks the border numbers 18 and 13 with the pencil]. So and none is in there twice,
because I have also crossed out some of them …» (364). Judith remarks explicitly that
no border number appears more than once («… none is in there twice…») and gives a
justifying argument for that («… because I have also crossed out some of them…»).
The third addition exercise is written onto the blackboard, resulting in the blackboard
picture shown above (Fig. 3). Judith explained the connection between the border
numbers and a certain combination of three crossing numbers with a tendency towards
the ›general‹, thus in a way which, in principle, already contains the general ideas.
Later Judith formulates once more the idea that each border number appears exactly
once as a summand in a circled number.
396

J: Well. Yes, well, if you calculate there eighteen plus twelve plus
ten plus thirteen plus nine plus four, now, then it is always sixty-six.
Yes, um, now if you add all these numbers together then. We have the
thirty-one, that, that yes, … yes that is the same as the eighteen and
the thirteen. Well, um, and, and that from the plus numbers, thus from
the border numbers that yes, um, eh, … now each border number, that
there comes once into the game, um, if one crosses something out, or
so. That, that yes, and that’s why one is allowed in one row to um,
now then … yes then circle only one number. Yes, because otherwise,
one number would be contained twice.

First, Judith states once more that the sum of the border numbers is 66. «Well. Yes,
well, if you calculate there eighteen plus twelve plus ten plus thirteen plus nine plus
four, now, then it is always sixty-six. Yes, um, now if you add all these numbers
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together then» (396). She takes concrete numbers, but in the second part of her
statement - «… if you add all these numbers together then» - she refers to the fact that
she already generally intends that the sum of the border numbers results in the magic
number. Then Judith argues that a crossing number is the sum of two border numbers:
«We have the thirty-one, that, that yes, … yes that is the same as the eighteen and the
thirteen» (396). She represents this at a single, concrete case and adds a general
argument for the fact that each border number is used once when one crosses something
out, i.e. calculates a circled number with the crossing algorithm: «Well, um, and, and
that from the plus numbers, thus from the border numbers that yes, um, eh, … now each
border number, that there comes once into the game, um, if one crosses something out,
or so» (396). She emphasizes the general aspect of her argumentation by means of
giving a partial justification for the crossing algorithm: «…, and that’s why one is
allowed in one row to um, now then … yes then circle only one number. Yes, because
otherwise, one number would be contained twice» (396).
From an epistemological point of view, with her contributions, Judith constructs a
mathematical knowledge relation for cross-out number squares. In her constructions, it
becomes clear that the mathematical signs and reference contexts she uses are
interpreted in a relational way. The new knowledge relation is worked out proceeding
from the construction rule for cross-out number squares as a tabular addition of (here 2
times 3) border numbers. The simple addition rule is specified for the circled numbers
and interpreted in a generalizing way: A circled number is made of two border numbers,
and each border number appears only once. Thus the idea of an ›inversion‹ of a
calculation exercise can be observed again. Addition of two border numbers at a time
not only results in the numbers in the cross-out number square, and thus also in the
circled numbers, but, inversely, one can also interpret a circled number as containing
exactly two of the border numbers. The construction rule is thus not only an exercise in
calculation, but is understood here as a particular arithmetical relation for uncovering
connections and specific characteristics in the cross-out number square.
Now Judith formulates an additional, indirect argument. She compares the situation in
which two numbers in the same row were circled with the situation in which only one
number per row is circled. In case that two numbers in one row would have been circled
also two border numbers would have been in play and that is not allowed and not
possible.
Referring to a concrete cross-out number square, Judith has constructed important
relations and structures of a general cross-out number square by means of showing and
describing. She obtained the generality or the intended general mathematical relation by
referring to structural relations through a ›negation‹ of the concrete aspects («very, very
different numbers») and through a ›changed use‹ of concrete mathematical connections
(›10 + 13 = 23‹). Further, she improves her justification by adding an indirect argument.
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Case study: Monika explains how the goal block changes when a base block is
changed
The following short teaching episode is taken from a teaching unit dealing with
mathematical activities on number walls (with four levels) (see Fig. 4).
Explanation: When describing the position of the numbers

10
8

on the number wall, the stones are numbered consecutively
5

in the transcript from bottom to top and from left to right.

1

9
6

2

7
3

4

Figure 4
The question is «How is he goal block changed when a base block is changed
systematically?» In the whole class discussion, the student Moritz had set up the
following assumptions about the change of the goal block when increasing the base
blocks. When a border block (first or fourth block is raised by 10, the goal block is
raised by 10 as well. When a middle block (second or third block) is raised by 10, the
goal block is raised by 20. In their work on number walls, however, children have
observed that the goal block is raised by 30 when a middle block is raised by 10. What
is correct now? How is it possible to find an adequate explanation?
In the following number wall, systematic changes in the base blocks by 10 are carried
out as well. On the board, one can see a finished, calculated number wall at the top and
two number walls at the bottom, in which one of the base blocks has been changed (see
Fig. 5).
380
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20
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Figure 5. The change of a base block in a number wall.
With the lower left wall, the teacher has marked the 2nd block with a magnetic chip in
order to point out that this block has been increased as compared to the top number
wall; the student Hannah has calculated the second row of this number wall. At this
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point, the teaching scene starts with the teacher’s question: «What has changed? By
how much?».
165

T: And perhaps already why as well! Monika!

166

Mk: [goes to the black board] That here has become a hundred and
forty [points at the fifth block of the lower left number wall] and that a
hundred and ten [points at the sixth block], and up there it was a
hundred and thirty and one hundred [points at the upper number wall],
and ehm [points at the second block of the lower left number wall],
because that is ten more now [points first at the seventh and then at
the fifth block], ehm, here. [points at the second block]

167

S:

168

Mk: Because that is calculated twice [points first at the third and then
at the fifth block], that is twenty more above too- [points at the tenth
block]

169

S: I also know why.

170

T: We’ll come up there soon. [puts a chip into the fifth block]

171

Mk: … and, ehm [points at the fifth and the sixth block at the same
time], then the ninety [points at the second block] is twice. Here
[points at the third block and then at the first block] … calculated plus
fifty and then plus twenty. [points at the third block again]

172

T: [puts a chip into the sixth block] … Yes. …

Ah yes!

Summing up, this short scene can be described in the following way. First Monika
names the numbers which have changed. She points at the 5th and 6th block in the left
wall and says: «That here has become 140 and that 110». She points at the upper wall:
«… up there it was 130 and 100». Then she starts with an explanation. She ›searches‹
for the 2nd block of the left wall and states: ,… because that is 10 more now. …
Because that is calculated twice, that is 20 more above, and she points at the goal block.
The teacher puts a chip on the 5th block. Monika points at the 5th and the 6th block in
the second row again, points at the 2nd block: «… then the 90 is twice. Here …
calculated plus 50», and she points at the 1st block and then at the 3rd block «plus 20».
The teacher puts a chip into the 6th block; she confirms it and requests Monika to look
at the next row.
From an epistemological perspective, Monika constructs a new knowledge relation by
means of trying to deduce a justification for the increase of the goal number from the
›double calculation‹ of the 2nd block. She employs the increase of the 2nd block by 10
as well as the fact that this block is calculated twice. On this basis she infers that the
uppermost block is raised by 20 (two times 10). In a second consideration, she explains
how the second block with the two blocks beside it, is calculated twice, without
mentioning that the 5th and 6th block are thus increased by 10. It remains open in which
way the increase in the goal block (by how much) can be explained by the ›double
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calculation‹ of the 2nd block.
The analyses of Monika’s knowledge construction make it clear that elements of factual
knowledge are contained in the establishment of the magnitude of numbers as compared
to the original wall. Monika then shows and formulates a justification which is based on
the relations in the present number walls and which infers the change in the goal block
directly from the observable increases. Monika uses in some parts relations in the
arithmetical structure, but she claims the increase of the goal block without any
explaining interpretation that should refer to the arithmetical construction principle of
number walls.
CLOSING REMARKS
The kind of mathematical discourse among researching mathematicians and among
learning students is very different. Mathematical argumentation in science is
unequivocal, strict and coherent, it is steered by a strict communicative regulation – the
mathematical proof. Mathematical communication among learning students is
inconsistent, refers to concrete examples and is full of everyday descriptions as well as
personal judgments.
This particularity of childish argumentations and interpretations has become visible in
both case studies. Are such mathematical communications of children any valid,
mathematically useful or ›correct‹ in the view of the uniformity of mathematical
discourses in research practice? An answer to this question must pay attention to the
fact that the students are in a situation of learning and understanding, they are only
being introduced to mathematical culture. The analysis of students’ mathematical
argumentations and interpretations must consider these particular conditions and
contexts of learning and understanding mathematics. The two case studies presented
have emphasized in particular that students within elementary school mathematics
teaching:
• use their own, particular ways of speaking, explaining and arguing,
• work and argue in example contexts and e.g. with concrete numbers,
• require concrete working and visualization materials, exercises with numbers
and understandable problems.
In elementary school, children require substantial mathematical learning environments
for their learning and understanding, as well as for their own mathematical activities,
interpretations and argumentations (Wittmann, 2001). In spite of the fact that childish
learning and understanding of mathematics must take place within a concrete context,
within a learning environment with material, concrete exercises and examples, it must
be considered that mathematical knowledge – even in elementary school – is not
identical with the concrete, visual situation and material. Mathematical knowledge
intentionally always has a relational or structural character.
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In which way can children fulfill this demand to express the relational and generalizing
character of mathematical knowledge? How do they deal with the «opposition»:
›Concrete material, visual representation and special exercises or problems ‹ versus ›
relations and generalizations of mathematical knowledge‹?
In the two observed case studies, this tension between ›concreteness of the learning
context‹ and ›intended generality and structure of mathematical knowledge‹ became
visible in an exemplary way.
The student Judith constructs intentionally general interpretations and relations on the
basis of concrete arithmetical tasks, she extends the relation structure of cross out
number squares (she explains the particular connection between the margin numbers
and the three circled numbers).
In contrast to this, the student Monika partly uses fact knowledge, she thus remains
closer to the concrete problem situation. Furthermore, she also hints at relations and
spontaneously makes a quick generalization: The change by 10 in the base stone #2 is
calculated twice, and thus the goal stone is raised by 20. However, this relation between
base and goal stone constructed by Monika, as well as the ensuing argument, are based
on a phenomenological, superficial perception of the concrete numbers and their
changes in the second level of the number wall. The mathematical relation stated by
Monika represents an ›overgeneralization‹, it is detached from the mathematical
construction principles for number walls.
A fundamental problem of the development of mathematical communication and
argumentation abilities of elementary school students consists in – on the (necessary)
basis of concrete material and concrete examples (in the frame of mathematical learning
environments) – encouraging the children to understand with their possibilities and to
fulfill as much as possible the demand to express the relational and generalizing
character of mathematical knowledge. Careful qualitative, epistemologically oriented
analyses of mathematical interactions between students show the particularities and the
›types‹ of the children’s mathematical communications and argumentations. In
mathematics instruction, these insights can then be used in order to support the
children’s communications and argumentations in the direction of structurally
generalizing the mathematical knowledge.
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ABSTRACT: In this paper I draw upon a few images of number theory as a queen and
as a servant of mathematics. Furthermore, I focus on this duality of number theory as it
pertains to mathematics education and to teacher education. I describe the power and
elegance of number theory based arguments and the appealing mystery of open
conjectures. Moreover, I outline the utility of elementary number theory in providing
exposure to mathematical ideas and introducing learners to the essence of
mathematical activity.
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The title of this paper echoes two famous phrases. One is the title of the Eric Temple
Bell classics “Mathematics: Queen and Servant of Science”. The other is Karl Friedrich
Gauss’ well-known reference to arithmetic as the “Queen of Mathematics”. Though
today “arithmetic” is associated mostly with elementary calculations taught in early
grades, to Gauss, as to the Ancient Greeks, arithmetic was the study of the properties of
whole numbers (Bell, 1951/1987). Nowadays this domain of study is known as
elementary number theory. ‘Elementary’ is by no means to be understood as ‘simple’ or
‘easy’. This label is used to limit the focus to whole (and occasionally rational or
integer) numbers. ‘Elementary’ in reference to number theory is used to distinguish
from, for example, algebraic number theory, where the concept of a number is
expanded, or from analytic number theory, that employs the machinery of calculus.
In this paper I draw upon a few images of a queen and a few images of a servant.
Naturally, individuals’ images of queens and servants vary significantly. However, I
believe that Gauss referred to the power and the elite status of a Queen, rather than her
perfunctory, and, in addition, Bell referred to the utility of a servant, rather than to her
diminishing societal status. Focusing on these roles of number theory as they pertain to
mathematics education, as well as to teacher education at the elementary level, I will
discuss the power of a Queen and the usefulness of a Servant.
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THE FORGOTTEN QUEEN
As I have claimed elsewhere (Zazkis & Campbell, 2006), number theory in mathematics
education, unfortunately, has not yet taken the place that the “Queen of Mathematics”
deserves. Despite a significant emphasis on the development of thinking and a variety
of reform movements, the elementary curriculum is still dominated by calculations. I
am not making a claim against the development of computational abilities, on the
contrary, my claim is that attention to properties of numbers will in fact enhance, within
reason, the computational skills of learners.
One example of the fact that number theory related concepts are not sufficiently
featured in mathematics education is a recent report by the National Research Council
entitled “Adding in up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics” (Kilpatrick, Stafford &
Findell, 2001). In order to produce this report a committee of 16 individuals with
diverse backgrounds (teachers, mathematicians and mathematics educators) was
charged with the task of reviewing and synthesizing research on mathematics learning
from pre-kindergarten through grade 8 and providing research based recommendations
for teaching, teacher education and curriculum. The committee’s choice was to focus on
the mathematical domain of number as a central theme of mathematical learning in
elementary/middle school that supports other branches of mathematics. The report
suggested that “number is a rich, many-sided domain whose simplest forms are
comprehended by very young children and whose far reaches are still being explored by
mathematicians” (p. 2). With this view, one may find it surprising that in this report
there is absolutely no mention of number theory or of number theoretic concepts, such
as factors, multiples or prime numbers. However, the surprise could be deemed
premature. This report is a reflection of research on number that has been conducted and
published. This research, in turn, is a reflection of curriculum, since the investigation of
how students learn is connected to what they learn, and what they learn is connected to
what they are taught, that is, to prevalent topics in the curriculum. Unfortunately, even
when acknowledging the great variety between what is taught in different parts of the
world, the presence of number theory in different curricula fluctuates between total
absence and occasional glimpses.
This state of affairs is eloquently summarized by Bell (1951/1987). He points out that:
The geometry taught is practically that of Euclid and is about 2200 years old. […].
In algebra the case is a little better. A well-taught student will master the binomial
theorem for a positive whole number exponent which Pascal discovered in 1653.
[…]
Of the higher arithmetic – Gauss’ Queen on Mathematics – the graduate of a good
school will learn precisely nothing. Unless extremely fortunate, he will never even
have heard of the theory of numbers (p. 9).
Although written in 1951, the presented situation does not seem to be much different
today.
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NUMBER THEORY AS A QUEEN: EXAMPLES OF POWER
In this section I illustrate the elegance associated with number theory based argument
and the mystery attached to some number theory related problems. The connection to
power is in the presumed appeal: in other words, people are attracted to beauty and
elegance, and people are also attracted to mystery, especially if either appears accessible
and within reach.
The power in beauty and elegance
Consider for example a well known proof for irrationality of the square root of 2.
2 is not a rational number we assume that it is rational and therefore
a
can be represented as , where a and b are whole numbers, b ≠ 0, and a fraction was
b
chosen in its reduced form , that is, (a, b) = 1.
To prove that the

(1)

2=

a
b

From this assumption, by raising both sides of the equality to the second power we get

a2
b2

(2)

2=

(3)

2b2 = a2

or

This means that a2 is an even number and therefore a must be an even number.
Representing a as 2k, we get
(4)
(5)

2b2 = (2k)2
2

b = 2k

or

2

Therefore b must be an even number. However, this claim contradicts our original
a
assumption that the fraction was chosen in its reduced form and completes the proof.
b
Interestingly, a contradiction can be claimed much earlier, considering (3). The
expression on the left of (3) has an odd number of factors in its prime decomposition,
while the number of prime factors of the expression on the right side is even. This
observation contradicts the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic, which guarantees the
uniqueness of prime decomposition.
This argument is powerful in its elegance, but assumes a much deeper knowledge. It is
not surprising that power of insight often depends on prior knowledge or understanding
that is employed.
As research has repeatedly demonstrated, the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic is
often not employed by learners in problem solving situations. For example, in Zazkis
and Campbell (1996b) we presented a group of preservice elementary school teachers
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with a number (K = 16 199) represented as a product of two relatively large primes
(K = 97 × 167) and asked them to determine whether K was divisible by 3, 5, 11 or 13.
The participants were familiar with the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic from their
coursework, namely, they could quote it and demonstrate it by choosing a different
route in factoring a number and arriving at the same list of prime factors. However,
while the divisibility of K is apparent based on its prime decomposition and the answer
is immediate based on the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic, the majority of
participants did not use this argument. Rather, they reached their conclusion by
calculating the value of K and then either performing division or attending to the
familiar divisibility rules. Some participants explicitly claimed that “because a number
is divisible by two primes does not mean that it is not divisible by other primes". As
such, explicit consideration of each case was deemed essential. Although a correct
conclusion was reached, the power of elegance was lost.
While the above examples pertain generally to elementary teacher education, the
elegance of number theory based argument surfaces in elementary grades as well. The
most appropriate place to develop such arguments is in working with repeating patterns.
Consider for example a car train in which the first car is red, the second is blue, the third
is red, fourth is blue and so on. What color is the 20th car? While it is possible to build a
model or make a list, it is also possible to introduce an even/odd argument, that can be
accessible to young learners. In order to demonstrate the power and elegance of such an
argument, we vary the question: What is the color of a 100th car? Of 537th car?
Further, attention to even and odd numbers can be extended to the consideration of
divisibility. Suppose the cars alternate red-blue-yellow. What is the color of the 20th
car? Of 100th? Of 537th? While there is a variety of ways to answer the question, an
elegant argument will attend to concepts underlying elementary number theory, such as
multiples and divisibility, and will be accessible for learners at the elementary school
level.
The power and elegance of divisibility-based argument may also surface, at times
unexpectedly, where the context of a problem lies outside the domain of a number.
Consider for example the following task, given to students in Grade 3 class:
How many triangles can be found in the following drawing?
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After approximately ten minutes of meticulous counting, the teacher invited students’
suggestions. Several volunteers contributed their answers, which ranged from 13 to 42.
Then the teacher turned to the class and asked, “Should we all try to find 42 or is there
someone who counted more?” To her surprise, one student objected the count.
Dave:

42 is a wrong answer.

Teacher:

What is your count?

Dave:

I am not sure yet.

Teacher:

So why do you suggest that 42 is incorrect?

Dave:

Because it should be 4 times something because there are 4
corners the same.

Dave’s argument, in our view, builds on the idea of divisibility, even though he didn’t
have the appropriate terminology to express it. Translating his idea to conventional
mathematical language is to claim that the figure has a (rotational) symmetry of order 4
and therefore the number of triangles should be a multiple of 4. (The correct count is
44). The power and elegance of the argument is magnified by the fact that is it applied
in the problem context of geometry.
The power in mystery
The notion of Queen and Royalty is often associated with “court intrigues”. In a context
of mathematics, such intrigues can be seen as mysterious relationships, some revealed
while others unsolved for centuries.
According to Bell (1951/1987), all the “ancient mysteries” related to Geometry have
been solved in modern times, while mysteries of number theory still remain unsolved.
Of course there are many unsolved problems in mathematics. However, the main
mystery of unsolved problems in elementary number theory is in their accessibility.
Alternatively stated, even young learners can understand the problem, can verify the
conjecture, and a few ambitious ones can even try to prove or disprove it.
Personally, I recall learning from my mathematics teacher in grade 4 or 5 that there is
no formula to find the prime numbers. As I learned later, there is no polynomial
formula, but there exist transcendental functions that are considered prime number
generators. However, in elementary school, I spent ridiculous amount of hours in an
attempt to find such a formula. Not to mention, this was before the era of calculators! A
few of my colleagues have shared similar experiences.
Another example of an accessible mystery is the Goldbach conjecture: every even
integer greater than 2 can be written as the sum of two primes. Despite over two and a
half centuries of attempts (the original Goldbach conjecture was proposed in 1742) by
mathematicians and amateur “pseudomathematicians”, Goldbach’s claim still has a
status of conjecture. That is, there is no proof accepted by the community, but there is
also no counterexample found. The $1,000,000 prize offered for the proof of Goldbach
conjecture remains unclaimed as the mystery remains unsolved.
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Twin primes or prime twins is another unsolved mystery of elementary number theory.
Twin primes are pairs of the form (p, p+2) and the related conjecture is that there are
infinitely many pairs of this type. Yet again, various attempts for proofs have been
recorded, but to date errors have been identified in all the proof attempts and
consequently the conjecture remains open. Sharing this information with young learners
develops a sense of wonder and appreciation for mathematics as an evolving, rather than
constant, body of knowledge. It is the appeal of mystery that drives mathematical work.
QUEEN OR SERVANT? THE DISTINCTION IS BLURRED
Consider the following problem that I often use to introduce the topic of number theory
in a course for prospective elementary school teachers:
Mrs. Times went Grocery shopping. She bought 6 bottles of Coke for $1.75 each
and 5kg of apples for $2.40/kg. She also bought some lemons for 60 cents each.
The cashier counted the lemons and said: “Your total is $27.50 , please”.
“There must be a mistake” – immediately said Mrs. Times.
How did she know?
To focus the discussion on mathematics, rather than the shopping experience of the
audience, I mention that all prices include taxes and that there is no charge for shopping
bags in this grocery outlet. The usual solution presented by students is to calculate the
total for the Coke and apples (6×1.75 + 5×2.40 = 22.50), and the remaining cost of
lemons (27.50 – 22.50 = 5), and then to claim that the resulting number of lemons
(5/0.60) is not a whole number.
However, Mrs. Times’ reply was immediate. As such, she did not engage in this kind of
calculation. She knew right away. Further, she did not count the lemons, she trusted the
cashier to do this. Still, she was confident that there was a mistake in the given total
price.
At this point our conversation turns to number theory. The total price for 6 bottles of
coke, taken in cents to work with whole numbers, must be divisible by 3 (and 6). The
same is true for the price for apples and the price for lemons. However, the total price
given by the cashier (2750 cents) is not divisible by 3. This is evident immediately
considering the sum of the digits. As such, I suggest that it is likely that Mrs. Times was
well aware of divisibility rules, rather than able to perform fast calculation. However,
what actually guided her we will never know, other than the cashier recalculated the
total. Perhaps, he was simply near sighted and mistook $27.30 for $27.50.
Does reliance on divisibility rules demonstrate power, elegance or utility? That is where
the distinction is blurred. A mathematical tool can be seen as ‘powerful’ if it advances
our ability to solve problems or simplifies previously used methods. However, the
abundance of cheap calculating devises significantly reduced the attention paid to
properties of numbers as a utility in calculation. While “casting out nines” was widely
used by merchants and accountants before calculators became available and affordable,
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today this powerful strategy is largely unfamiliar to learners of mathematics. To the
young1 readers of this paper, I explain that “casting out nines” is a method used to
verify the correctness of a calculation, based on the modular arithmetic in the fact that
the remainder in division by 9 of the sum equals to the sum of remainders in division by
9 of the addends. The same holds for the product and its factors. Formally,
If x ≡ a (mod 9) and y ≡ b (mod 9)
then (x + y) ≡ (a + b) (mod 9)
and
(x × y) ≡ (a × b) (mod 9)
While the equality holds modulo any integer, the number 9 is useful based on the
divisibility rule for 9: A number is divisible by 9 if the sum of its digits is divisible by
9. In a similar fashion, the remainder of a number in division by 9 equals to the
remainder in division by 9 of the sum of its digits.
The shortcoming of the method is that while it can point out to a definite mistake, it
cannot confirm a correct calculation.
The emphasis on usefulness and applicability in mathematics curriculum is a reaction to
the claim that many students find mathematics irrelevant to their pursuits. To convince
students to the contrary, curriculum developers and textbook writers attempt to
demonstrate applicability of certain topics beyond mathematics classroom by including
problems that can be seen as related to “real life” situations. Yet, there is no abundance
of such problems that employ number theoretical concepts and relations at the school
level. Number theory proved applicable in developing cryptology and computer science.
For example, the infamous RSA algorithm for “public key” encryption uses the idea
that there are infinitely many prime numbers and known algorithms for factoring a
number that is a product of ‘large’ primes are time consuming. However, we do not
expect number theory to be applicable in a more mundane activity such as calculating
taxes, balancing checkbooks or even grocery shopping. If so, where is its utility, as
relevant to elementary education? Where and how can the domain that has the image of
‘pure’ (rather than applied) be also applicable and useful? This of course depends on
one’s perception of usefulness, which is elaborated upon this in the next section.
NUMBER THEORY AS A SERVANT: EXAMPLES OF USEFULNESS
I believe that number theory is useful for teaching and learning mathematics because it
provides a powerful introduction to the essence of mathematical activity: It serves as a
tool for developing patterns, as a vehicle towards appreciation of structure, as a context
for developing proofs and as a gateway to algebra. It further serves as a rich domain for
investigating and conjecturing at any level of experience and sophistication. In what
follows I describe some of these uses.
1

Young here refers to people who attended school with a hand-held calculator.
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Developing structure
Devlin (1994) provides an account of how the views on “what is mathematics” changed
through the centuries from “the study of number and shape” to “the science of patterns”.
The ‘patterns’ in this science can be those of shape, space, number, change, motion, etc.
Though ‘pattern’ implies structure and logical relationship, research has shown that
even relationships that the “mathematically inclined” take for granted are often not
obvious for learners. Consider, for example, the relationship between multiplication and
division. By definition, if a × b = c then c ÷ b = a. In my early research (Zazkis &
Campbell, 1996a) the following question was posed in a clinical interview to preservice
elementary school teachers:

M = 33 × 52 × 7. Is M divisible by 7?
Unexpectedly, many participants could reach their conclusion only after finding the
value of M by multiplication, then dividing by 7 and observing that the result was a
whole number. Similar results were reported by Ferrari (2002).
Another example of an overlooked relationship is the “every nth property” of natural
numbers, that is (starting with n) every nth number is divisible by n. An extension of
this property is that (starting anywhere) every nth number has the same remainder in
division by n. Unexpectedly, this property was not utilized by preservice elementary
school teachers participating in our research. For example, being asked whether there
was a number divisible by 7 between 12 358 and 12 368, participants preferred to
calculate the number, rather than to acknowledge the 10 digits interval (Zazkis &
Campbell, 1996a). Further, Zazkis and Liljedahl (2002) found that students had
difficulty in providing an example of a “large” number belonging to a given arithmetic
sequence without relying on a formula, especially when the presented arithmetic
sequence was not a sequence of multiples.
These examples lead to a conclusion that even apparent structure is often overlooked by
learners and specific pedagogical attention is needed to develop not only awareness of a
particular relationship but appreciation of structure in general. We experienced some
positive results in this direction when engaging students with Number Worlds (Sinclair,
Zazkis & Liljedahl, 2003).
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Figure 1. The Number Worlds Microworld.
Number Worlds is a web-based applet developed by Nathalie Sinclair 2. Figure 1 shows
the opening grid as an array of clickable cells. The user can chose the world (Natural,
Whole, Even, Odd or Prime) and within each world highlight a certain type of numbers
(Squares, Evens, Odds, Primes, Factors or Multiples). Further, the chosen multiples can
be shifted by an integer to create any arithmetic sequence. The user also has control of
the width of the grid (number of columns) and of the starting number. Figure 2
exemplifies the effect of showing and shifting multiples on grids of different width.
Sinclair, Zazkis and Liljedahl (2003) provide a detailed account of affordances and
mathematical ideas inherent in this applet.

2

Available online: http://www.mth.msu.edu/~nathsinc/java/NumberWorlds/
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2. Number Worlds screen showing Multiples of 4:
(a) with grid width 8; (b) with grid width 9; (c) with grid width 8, shifted by 2;
(d) with grid width 9 shifted by 2.
After working with Number Worlds, participants had easily recognized the presented
pattern as one of multiples (rather than factors or squares) and could “show” any
arithmetic sequence by choosing and shifting multiples. They further described
multiples as appearing with the “constant spread” or “same amount of space”, which is
a visual equivalent to the “every nth property”. Participants also developed a reasonable
understanding of primes and factors, as described in detail in Sinclair, Zazkis and
Liljedahl (2003).
Sinclair, Zazkis and Liljedahl (2003) attribute students’ success to two main aspects:
novel visual representation and the ability to experiment, where “the crucial link
between the two is the attention to patterns” (p. 259). If mathematics is a “science of
pattern” (Devlin, 1994), structure and pattern are not unique features of number theory.
However, I suggest that accessibility of number theory based patterns helps in
developing appreciation of mathematics as a structured field of study, rather than a
collection of arbitrary rules and formulas.
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Gateway to Algebra
Attention to structure in numerical relationships is seen as the beginning of algebraic
thinking. However, considering schooling today, the relationship between arithmetic
and algebra is more appropriately described as a ‘gap’ rather than a reasonable
progression. Many students who are successful in early grades experience difficulties in
mathematics once algebraic symbolism is introduced. Campbell (2006) suggested that
number theory may serve as a bridge between arithmetic and algebra. He claimed that
“number theory is already well situated between arithmetic and algebra, insofar as it is
often thought of as both a generalization of whole number arithmetic and as a
specialized ‘subset’ of algebra” (p. 27). Further, Mason (1996) described "expressing
generality" as one of the roots of, and routes into, algebra. He further suggested that
developing the sense of generality on arithmetic is “the beginning of what is referred to
as number theory” (Mason, 2006, p. 41). Additionally, “the common practice of
detecting patterns on sequences of numbers is barely the beginning of an adventure in
using natural powers to make mathematical sense and to turn arithmetic competence
into algebraic awareness” (ibid, p. 42).
Developing proofs
Consider the following statements or theorems:
(1) If a divides b and b divides c then a divides c
(2) For any positive integer n, if n2 is a multiple of 3 then n is a multiple of 3.
(3) If p and q are any two odd numbers, (p + q) × (p - q) is always a multiple of 4.
(4) Multiples of 5 are closed under addition.
These are examples of propositions in elementary number theory. However, each one of
these statements was used in research on proof. (1) was used by Martin & Harel (1989)
in investigating proof schemes of preservice elementary school teachers. (2) was used
by Selden & Selden (2003) in investigating the ability of undergraduate students to
determine validity of presented proofs. (3) was used by Healy & Hoyles (2000) in their
investigation of proof conceptions in algebra of students ages 14-15. Lastly, (4) was
used by Gholamazad, Liljedahl & Zazkis (2003) in designing a framework for analyzing
potential pitfalls in short proofs written by elementary school teachers.
The unifying theme in these studies is that the issue under investigation is proof –
approaches to its creation and judging its validity – while the content employed is the
one of number theory. This is not surprising, since number theory provides
“paradigmatic exposure to mathematical thinking” (Mason, 2006), and as such it can be
used both to develop mathematical thinking and to investigate it.
With respect to proofs, number theory provides a variety of propositions that require
very short proofs and are most appropriate for learning the notion and structure of a
rigorous argument by novices and generalists. In school, students are usually introduced
to the notion of proof in their study of Euclidian geometry. I believe it would be more
helpful to introduce students to proofs via number theory related propositions. In fact,
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acknowledging students’ difficulties with proof many North American Universities
developed “Introduction to proof” courses for mathematic majors. In these courses a
significant amount of content is typically drawn from number theory. Perhaps, an earlier
start in utilizing this area while developing appropriate skills in mathematical reasoning
and argumentation would be advantageous.
In addition to practicing short proofs, number theory provides a wonderful opportunity
to exemplify a variety of proof strategies. The typical introduction of “proof by
contradiction” is with number theory theorems: irrationality of 2 and infinity of
primes. Further, in investigating proof schemes related to mathematical induction Harel
(2002) considered propositions in number theory. Rowland (2002) introduced the
pedagogical idea of “proof by generic example” using theorems in number theory,
specifically Wilson’s theorem and The Chinese Remainder theorem.
Investigating and conjecturing
I mentioned before the mystery of numerical relationships and how it drives
mathematical investigation. However, the mystery should not be an open conjecture to
provide grounds for investigation and conjecturing. What is needed is a supportive
environment that provides possibility of testing (not necessarily proving) conjectures.
For example, Liljedahl (2006) described students’ explorations and conjecturing in such
an environment as they investigate the pentominoe task (Figure 3). He illustrated the
“chain of discovery” that students follow, realizing, for example, that the remainder of
the sum is the sum of remainders or that the ‘tens’ digit makes no contribution to the
remainder in division by 5.

Figure 3. The Pentominoe task.
Moreover, by mentioning the importance of “supportive environment” I refer not only
to supportive classroom atmosphere and respectful relationships with students, but also
to the context in which the problem is set that affords testing and feedback. Our work
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with Number Worlds (Sinclair, Liljedahl & Zazkis, 2003; Zazkis, Sinclair & Liljedah,
2006) describes students’ work in a computer supported environment, that provides
instant feedback for one’s conjectures. As one student commented, “the program
allowed me to test potential theories as they entered the mind, and quickly enough so
that the thought was not lost; the program did the time-consuming work” (Sinclair,
Zazkis & Liljedahl, 2003, p. 257). Students’ conjectures included, for example, the
“constant spread” in the sequences of multiples, (as well as in the sequences of nonmultiples or “multiples-shifted”) and that a factor of a number is never larger than half
the number being factored, not including the number itself.
Further, discussing and analyzing students’ conjecturing we came up with a conjecture
of our own: For any even number k, there are infinitely many pairs of primes of the
form (p, p + k). The famous prime twins conjecture is a special case, where k = 2, of the
extended conjecture. This was based on the observation that when “show primes”
command is used in Number Worlds on grids of different width, there always appear to
be highlighted numbers one on top of another. For example, Figure 4 shows primes on a
grid of width 10, in (a) among the fist 100 numbers and in (b) in the interval from 561
to 660. The pairs of the form (p, p + 10) are clearly shown one underneath the other.

Figure 4. Number Worlds capture with Show Primes.
We later found out that our conjecture is already known to the field, and in fact pairs of
the form (p, p + 4) are called “cousin primes” and pairs of the form (p, p + 6) are called
“sexy primes” for “sex” is a Latin word for “six” (Weisstein, 2007).
CONCLUSION
Queen or Servant? In mathematics, OR is inclusive. The Queen is a servant.
According to Selden and Selden (2002, p. 229), “Elementary number theory tasks are
rich and accessible area with which to enhance and probe [my italics] students’
mathematical sense making”. As such, the utility of number theory has been argued for
both teaching and learning mathematics and conducting research in mathematics
education. This utility is for students as well as for teachers and researchers.
Furthermore, for students, additional utility of experiencing number theory lies in
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developing an appreciation for the beauty and power of mathematics. That is where the
roles of Servant and Queen overlap and blur.
As mentioned above, Gauss refereed to number theory as the “Queen of Mathematics”.
Gauss himself is known as a mathematical giant and is often referred to as the “King of
Mathematics”. The power and utility of experiencing number theory is in developing
the skill of “working like a mathematician” – conjecturing and testing conjectures –
where the yet unsolved mystery of properties and relations awaits new Kings.
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ABSTRACT: The massive increase in information and data available in the 21st
century is putting increasing pressure on school curricula around the world to prepare
students to meet the demands of using the information and data for the good of society.
Finding the place in an already crowded curriculum for the technological and
statistical literacy skills is not easy. The needs are present across the curriculum but
thus far statistical thinking has usually been placed within the mathematics curriculum
under such headings as “data and chance” or “data handling.” Various suggestions
have been made concerning what content should be introduced at different year levels.
This paper does not make specific suggestions for students at different years of school
or ages because of differences across countries but presents a developmental picture of
statistical understanding from early childhood across the elementary into the middle
school years. Knowing where a child currently is in the developmental sequences can
indicate what activities can assist movement to higher levels of understanding. It is
hoped that greater appreciation of the potential for developing statistical understanding
will influence curriculum developers to find a place, integrated across the traditional
disciplines, to build the foundations required for critical statistical literacy in the adult
world.
Key words: Beginning inference, chance, cognitive development, data, elementary
students, probability, sampling, statistical literacy, statistics, variation.

INTRODUCTION
Within the context of a world that bombards its citizens with information and data, this
paper takes the position that statistical literacy is a necessary requirement when students
leave school to enter society with the need to make both public and personal decisions
based on data. Gal (2002) is quite specific about what is required for adults in this
context:
(a) ability to interpret and critically evaluate statistical information, data-related
arguments, or stochastic phenomena, which they may encounter in diverse contexts, and
when relevant.

Jane M. Watson

(b) ability to discuss or communicate their reactions to such statistical information, such
as their understanding of the meaning of the information, their opinions about the
implications of this information, or their concerns regarding the acceptability of given
conclusions. (pp. 2-3)

Several questions arise from a statement such as Gal’s. What can the school curriculum
provide to meet the need? Where should it be placed within the already crowded content
of the curriculum? At what age or year level should instruction and learning experiences
begin?
As for much of the content in the school curriculum, the curriculum writers are under
pressure from two directions. From “above,” the university experts who teach the
content at a high level of theory and abstraction would like to see the school curriculum
focus on the exact tools that they are using at the tertiary level. These have been refined
over the years of the development of the discipline. For example in statistics the tools
are likely to be the arithmetic mean, standard deviation, histograms, ogives and basic ttests. From “below,” however, pressure from developmental educators and
psychologists is likely to be in the opposite direction. They suggest that students need
many opportunities to explore and experiment with ideas in order to construct concepts
that they understand and can build upon further. Doing this with direction and structure
provided by teachers, students may focus on “typical” behavior represented by the mode
or create fanciful pictorial representations to tell a story. These are then built upon over
time to merge into an appreciation of more commonly used statistical tools. What is
considered important at the early stage of students’ involvement with “data and chance”
or “data handling” is that they gain an appreciation for what the statistical process is
about: answering questions that are relevant to the child. The answers need to be
achieved, however, with adequately collected evidence (data) and stated with a degree
of uncertainty that reflects the investigation and the evidence. Students do not need to
be at a level to understand hypothesis testing to do this. Genuine investigations should
not be left until the senior secondary years but can be introduced for quite young
students (e.g., Doerr & English, 2003; Watson & Kelly, 2002).
As a foundation for building learning experiences for students across the elementary
years of schooling, this paper reflects the perspective of Watson (2006). An overall
developmental pattern of understanding of statistical literacy is described and then
examples are provided of activities that illustrate the stages of a statistical investigation.
These stages reflect the traditional curriculum – data collection, data representation,
data reduction, inference, and probability – with the further inclusion of variation as an
underlying concept for all of statistical understanding. Recent research (e.g.,
Shaughnessy, 2006; Watson, 2005) has stressed the importance of variation underlying
all statistical investigations, its early appreciation by students, and its balance with
expectation in statistical decision-making. The influence of variation in relation to the
traditional stages of a statistical investigation is shown in Figure 1. Variation as a
concept requires contexts within which to be exemplified and these are provided by the
investigations that take place with the steps familiar to statisticians. The examples
provided in this paper are used to demonstrate stages of understanding displayed by
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early childhood, elementary and middle school students. They can be used for
assessment purposes or for activities in the classroom to build understanding and
connections.

Figure 1. Relationships in statistical thinking.
OVERALL DEVELOPMENT OF STATISTICAL LITERACY
Using data collected from over 4000 students, Watson and Callingham (2003;
Callingham & Watson, 2005) used Rasch (1960) analysis to identify six stages of
increasing engagement with the components that contribute to the statistical
understanding required for statistical literacy in authentic contexts. The items used in
the analysis included traditional tasks from earlier researchers, definitions of terms, and
media based questions requiring interaction with context. Some of these are used as
examples later in the paper. A summary of the six stages is given in Table 1. Watson
and Callingham (2005), working with a different sample of over 600 students found that
just over 70% of students in Grades 5 to 7 were performing at Stages 3 and 4, with the
balance shifting upward over the three years. By Grade 6 there were some students at
Stages 5 and 6. It should be noted that the students in this study had not undertaken
specific instruction related to the chance and data topics in the statistical literacy survey
and hence the outcomes could be expected to represent benchmarks based on a usual
mathematics curriculum and out-of-school experiences.
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Table 1
Summary Characteristics of Six Stages of Understanding of Statistical Literacy.
Stage 1: Idiosyncratic
Context: engagement likely to be idiosyncratic or personal
Sampling: methods based on personal beliefs
Representation: basic graph and table reading
Average: no engagement with center
Chance: idiosyncratic reasoning or personal experience
Inference: imaginative explanations
Variation: difference in graphs
Math/Stat Skills: one-to-one counting, select largest number
Stage 2: Informal
Context: engagement likely to be colloquial or informal
Sampling: single aspects employed to describe
Representation: basic calculations from values observed in tables, pictorial
representations
Average: single, colloquial terms used to describe
Chance: idiosyncratic or colloquial interpretation, “anything can happen”
Inference: single, non-central issues considered
Variation: acknowledged in most settings, some rigid predictions in chance settings
Math/Stat Skills: addition, subtraction
Stage 3: Inconsistent
Context: likely to choose appropriate alternatives without justification
Sampling: likely to focus on inappropriate features of methods
Representation: interpretation of graphical details rather than context in graphs
Average: colloquial interpretation or recognition of need for a formula
Chance: limited interpretation of percent, conjunction, and conditional chance
Inference: often non-central issues to justify appropriate choices
Variation: marginal change
Math/Stat Skills: little change, qualitative chance statements
Stage 4: Consistent non-critical
Context: engagement often appropriate but non-critical
Sampling: multiple elements employed but inconsistent across tasks
Representation: identification of highest value, range, shape, partial recognition of
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context
Average: straightforward application of mean and median
Chance: mixed success depending on complexity of context
Inference: data-based reasoning without uncertainty
Variation: success in chance settings
Math/Stat Skills: mean, simple probability, graph characteristics
Stage 5: Critical
Context: critical engagement
Sampling: critical thinking in familiar contexts
Representation: representation of bivariate association in context
Average: consolidation of mean and median
Chance: success on conditional tasks
Inference: little change
Variation: unsolicited acknowledgement in chance and graphs
Math/Stat Skills: little change
Stage 6: Critical mathematical
Context: critical engagement including proportional reasoning
Sampling: critical thinking in less familiar, subtle contexts
Representation: summaries and rate calculations in context
Average: recognition of biasing effect of outliers
Chance: success when more sophisticated mathematics required
Inference: appreciation of subtleties of uncertainty and cause-effect
Variation: no change
Math/Stat Skills: proportional reasoning, rates, multiplication principle for independent
events
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The stages described in Table 1 also reflect other structures that are used to describe the
goals and purposes of statistics education for all. Watson (1997) suggested a three-tiered
hierarchy for statistical literacy with Tier 1 being the understanding of relevant
terminology, Tier 2 being the appreciation of the context within which the terminology
appears, and Tier 3 being the critical questioning of claims made without proper
statistical justification. Although the understanding of terminology becomes more
sophisticated across the stages, the basics are beginning to be appreciated in the first
two stages. Context is recognized and encompassed in the next two stages and the last
two pick up the critical questioning of Tier 3.
In expanding on the meaning of the descriptions in Table 1, examples are chosen from
the components contributing to statistical understanding: sampling, graphs, average,
chance, beginning inference, and variation. These examples demonstrate developmental
progression that could be accelerated with the provision of specific learning
experiences.
SAMPLING
For most elementary school students, data collection takes the form of sampling.
Sampling completed by the students themselves creates a hands-on environment and
student ownership of the outcomes. At least in the beginning the use of imported data
bases is likely to appear like magic with little connection to the students’ world.
Sampling occurs as the result of asking a question and usually leads to some form of
representation of the data collected. This is shown in Figure 2 along with the other
concepts that relate to meaningful sampling within a statistical investigation.

Figure 2. Links among the ideas and statistical elements associated with sampling
(Watson, 2006, p. 29).
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Asking students specifically what a sample is, is likely to produce a range of responses
depending not only on students’ understanding of the concept but also on their
motivation to provide as much detail as possible. As such questions require words in
response, not mathematical symbols or calculations, some students are reluctant to
provide more than a minimal response. They may actually believe that a minimal
response will receive full marks because often in mathematics the shortest response is
favored. In the case of statistical understanding, however, this is rarely the case,
especially where explaining a concept is the goal.
Some students have heard of the word sample but cannot remember its meaning, for
example confusing it with stamp, “that you put on a letter.” Although at a loss for a
description, some can provide an example, such as a sample of perfume or a blood
sample. Others can provide a single descriptor, such as “a test” or “a little bit.” These
two relevant types of response appear at Stage 2 (Informal). Putting two ideas together
to describe a sample, such as “only a part of the whole thing” shows a relationship to
the population, although the term population is rarely used in the elementary years.
These more complex descriptions appear at Stage 4. At Stage 5, responses reflect the
purpose of taking a sample, such as “a small portion of something larger to try” or “a
random selection of data from a wider group, to view as representative of that group.”
In contrast to asking students for a definition of sample, the newspaper article in Figure
3 provides a context to check students’ appreciation for sample size and the potential for
bias in an authentic claim. The question asked of students after reading the article is, “Is
the sample reported here a reliable way of finding out public support for the
decriminalization of marijuana?”

Decriminalise drug use: poll
SOME 96 percent of
callers to youth radio
station Triple J have said
marijuana use should be
decriminalised in
Australia.
The phone-in listener
poll, which closed
yesterday, showed 9924
- out of the 10,000-plus
callers - favoured
decriminalisation, the
station said.

Only 389 believed
possession of the
drug should remain
a criminal offence.
Many callers stressed they
did not smoke marijuana
but still believed in
decriminalising its use, a
Triple J statement said.

Figure 3. Newspaper article based on voluntary poll (“Decriminalise drug use: poll”,
1992).
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The context of the task is important because students need to learn to separate their
beliefs about an issue from the statistical issues present in the claim made. Some
students are not yet aware of this and focus on the issue of decriminalization,
responding, “No, because now scientific evidence shows that the drug should not be
used” or “Yes, because most people use it behind the police’s back so it should be
legalized.” In judging the evidence presented in a newspaper article students need to put
aside their own beliefs temporarily. At Stage 3, students recognize some of the issues
involved in the sampling such as sample size, saying “Yes, reliable because large
sample” or “No, not reliable because not large enough”; the place of the population,
saying “No, not everyone was asked”; or the validity of response, saying, “Not reliable
because people could be lying.” These are legitimate issues but not at the heart of the
polling dilemma in the article. At Stage 5, Critical, students mention the voluntary
nature of the poll as the reason for its lack of reliability: “only listeners to Triple J
phoned in” or “only motivated people replied.”
Articles similar to this one appear frequently in the news media and should be used
when topics are relevant to students. Phone-in telephone polls on which team will win
an important sporting event or whether a local recreation area should be built at taxpayers’ expense are often employed by television stations and internet sites. These are
mainly publicity stunts or money-making devices and students need to be made aware
of their lack of validity. By the end of elementary school most students are exposed to
such exploiting devices.
DATA REPRESENTATIONS
Much of the emphasis on data representation through elementary school is on creating
graphs. Students are taught to create pictographs, bar graphs and perhaps pie graphs.
Often students are not allowed to create their own representations to tell a story and the
place of graphing in the overall statistical investigation is not emphasized. Figure 4
places Data Representation in between Data Collection and Data Summary in the
investigation process. Graphs hence should not be seen as end points but as stepping
stones to answer questions. As such graphs need to be examined to determine if they are
the best way to tell the story in the data. Students need to do this both with the graphs
they create themselves and with the graphs of others. Often students (and adults) accept
without reflection graphs that are presented by authorities, such as teachers, textbooks,
or the media.
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Figure 4. Links among the ideas and statistical elements associated with data
representation (Watson, 2006, p. 57).
As well as asking students to draw graphs, students should be asked to critique graphs
of others. The graphs shown in Figure 5 were prepared by two different groups of
students to “record the number of years their families had lived in their town.” Students
can be asked to comment on what they are able to tell by looking at each of the graphs
and then asked to decide which of the graphs tells the story better.

Figure 5. Unscaled/Scaled stacked dot plot of how many years families in a class have
lived in their town (Watson, 2006, p. 84).
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Some students cannot take in the information in the graphs or misinterpret it, such as
saying, “3 is the biggest family” or “the families were big but then they got smaller.”
For Graph 1 at Stage 3 students remark on single features of the graph, but do not look
further, for example commenting, “12 years has one less than 3 years.” This reflects the
label on the horizontal axis but not the presence of families in the story. For Graph 2
similar comments appear at Stage 2 perhaps reflecting that the scaled graph is easier to
visualize and read: “Someone has stayed there for 10 years and someone stayed there
for 1 year.” At Stage 3 students make comments about the shape of the distributions and
clumps or trends that are visible. For Graph 2 this is more common: “Most of the
population has lived in the town 0-6 years.” “More families lived in their town around
the 5/4 year mark. But 10 to 15 years is quite popular.” Making more sophisticated
comments that include possible implications of the information in the graphs is likely to
occur at the highest level, Stage 6. Here elements of critical analysis are seen: “I can tell
it is a fairly new town for most people, especially since only two people have been there
for 20 years.”
In terms of deciding which graph tells the story better, at the Informal Stage 2, students
base their judgments on aesthetics or personal preference: “Graph 2 is harder to read
than Graph 1.” “Graph 2 is spread out.” At Stage 3, inconsistency or indecision is
present: “There is no difference … except Graph 1 skips the years that aren’t being
used.” At Stage 4, students choose Graph 2 with an appreciation of the presentation:
“You can see the difference between the years more clearly and the graph is more
spaced out.”
Again moving to a social context setting from the media, students need to begin to
question all graphs that are presented publicly before accepting the message in them.
The graphs in Figure 6 provide such an opportunity when students are asked to
“comment on any unusual features.”
BOATIE'S SAFETY FAILURE

Figure 6. Graphs part of a newspaper story reporting on boating deaths (Haley, 2000).
(Used with permission of The Mercury newspaper, Hobart, Tasmania).
Some students take in the context but do not direct attention to the features of the graph:
“They need to wear a life jacket.” Others describe the graphs with no other comment,
“They are all bar,” or do not see anything unusual, “They all look okay to me.” At Stage
3, information in the graphs suggests unusual aspects in the context: “That no one died
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in 1988 and in 1999 12 people died. That alcohol does not cause many deaths.” Some
students add their opinions to the information gleaned from the graph: “I think 35 is a
bit too high for no life jackets. No alcohol should be higher.” Other students note the
variation in the graphs: “I think it is strange how much the first graph varies. It is
strange how the second 2 graphs weren’t combined.” These responses show students’
reflection about the content and presentation. It is not until Stage 6 that students detect
the errors in the graph: “The first one says total 46, but the graph shows 50 people.”
“The graphs aren’t labeled. The first 2 graphs both have 46 pieces of information. The
3rd graph has only 34.”
In contexts where statistics are applied the goal is for students to look for all possible
unusual aspects, both with respect to the presentation of the data and to the story told. In
the case of the graph in Figure 6 it appeared easier for students to consider the story
than the details of the graph.
AVERAGE
Traditionally looking for the center of a data set has been the initial focus of a statistical
investigation. This is most likely related to the relative ease with which the arithmetic
mean can be calculated by elementary school students. It is part of the data reduction
process that usually takes place after the data have been represented in some visual
fashion. This is shown in Figure 7, along with links to the forms of average and other
relevant ideas.

Figure 7. Links among the ideas and statistical elements associated with average
(Watson, 2006, p. 99).
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The term average has so many connotations that asking students what it means to them
or what it means “to be average” is a good starting point. Their responses indicate the
degree of sophistication of their understanding and as observed by Mokros and Russell
(1995) few appreciate the representative nature of a measure of center in relation to the
set with which it is associated.
At the Informal Stage 2 students are likely first to suggest examples of averages: “You
are average height or average weight.” Later in Stage 2 responses reflect colloquial
understanding: “I am a normal, everyday person.” “That you were okay.” At Stage 4,
responses reflect an appropriate appreciation of one or more of mean, median, or mode
but usually not employing the specific terms: “That in some way you are in a most
common result in some sort of test.” “Not really good, not really bad. In between.” The
mean arises less often in this group of responses: “It is if you have some numbers, you
add them together then divide by how many numbers.”
Asking students how they would calculate the average of the following nine numbers in
the context of weighing an object provides further insight into the development of
students’ ideas of average:
6.3, 6.0, 6.0, 15.3, 6.1, 6.3, 6.2, 6.15, 6.3.
At the Inconsistent Stage 3, students suggest one of the three measures – mean, median,
or mode – but do not provide a consistent numerical answer to fit the measure, e.g.,
claiming the most common value but giving a value different from 6.3. At Stage 4,
students calculate the mean correctly but do not delete the apparent outlier, or find the
median but from an inaccurately ordered set. Finally at Stage 6 responses acknowledge
the presence of the outlier and eliminate it when calculating the mean or produce a
median of 6.2 having ordered the data values correctly.
CHANCE
Research on students’ understanding of chance, from the calculation of theoretical
probabilities to the intuitions that lead to poor decisions in descriptive contexts, has the
longest history in relation to topics in the school data and chance curriculum (Green,
1983; Kahneman & Tversky, 1972). The connections to a statistical investigation, as
well as the many supporting mathematical and probabilistic concepts are shown in the
map in Figure 8. Text books contain many examples of theoretical problems based on
sample spaces that can be used to gain an appreciation of students’ understanding.
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Figure 8. Links among the ideas and statistical elements related to chance
understanding (Watson, 2006, p. 130).
Care must be taken with questions involving probability not only to ask students for
numerical answers but also to ask for justifications, especially if multiple-choice options
are presented. An example of such a situation is the question asking students to choose
which of the following is easiest to throw when rolling one six-sided die: a one, a six, or
either is equally easy.
Responses of one or six occur at Stage 1, as do idiosyncratic responses for equally easy:
“=, because 2 is easier to throw than 1.” At Stage 3 the justification for equally easy is,
“It might land on anything” or “You never know what you’ll throw.” An equally likely
outcome justification appears at Stage 4 based on a qualitative rather than quantitative
description: “As it is a cube, it is equally easy to throw any number.” “Because there is
only one six and one one.” Without being specifically asked for a numerical answer, it
is Stage 6 before students are likely to volunteer the answer, “1/6 chance for each
number.”
Probability is an area where it is important to stress the connection between the
theoretical context of questions such as the one just discussed and the authentic context
of questions that arise in social settings such as the media. It is unlikely that elementary
students will make the connection without some explicit prompting. Basing learning
experiences on specific extracts from the media can help create the relevant links. The
following newspaper headlines are from an Australian newspaper but similar examples
are found in every country: A, 58 per cent success rate at Skillshare; B, Impossible; C,
It’s a sure thing; D, Jack looking good for the big one; E, Holden an unlikely American
hero; F, NO WORRIES; G, Smith in doubt to play; H, There’s a 50-50 chance. To
emphasize the range of likelihood and the link to numerical values, students can be
asked to place the letters associated with the headlines on a number line labeled from 0
to 1, with (low) and (high) marked appropriately and H marked in the middle.
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This is an excellent classroom exercise with the opportunity for students to debate their
opinions on the placement of the phrases. The considered “expert” opinion on the
appropriate order for these Australian headlines is B, E, G, H, A, D, F, C, with B on or
close to 0, F and C close to 1, and A fairly close, to the right of, H. It is likely that
literacy skills may impinge on success for some students. By Stage 2, Informal
however, it is likely that students can order the headlines with only one or two phrases
on the inappropriate side of H (50-50 chance). At the transition between Stage 4,
Consistent non-critical, and Stage 5, Critical, students are likely to order the headlines
as suggested by local “experts,” with leeway given for the internal order of E and G and
of F and C.
A more difficult task from the media is shown in Figure 9. Here contextual as well as
proportional reasoning is required for ultimate success. The observation of partial
responses, however, can give important clues as to the development of reasoning.

North at 7:2
But we can still win match,
says coach
What does odds at 7:2 mean in this headline
about the North against South football match?
Give as much detail as you can.
Figure 9. Newspaper headline containing odds.
At Stage 1, idiosyncratic responses reflect a recognition of the numbers or perhaps the
sporting context in the headline: “7 a.m. – 2 p.m.,” “That North lost by 5 points,” “I
think it’s a bit like betting on the horses.” At the transition between Stage 3,
Inconsistent, and Stage 4, Consistent non-critical, responses reflect an increased
appreciation of the context of the statement but cannot specially address the numerical
relationship involved: “That’s North’s chances of winning,” “North has a 7% chance to
win and a 2% chance to lose,” “It means North has won 2 games out of 7,” “7/2 means
the odds are against them.” At Stage 5, Critical, some responses are likely to interpret
the numbers in a part-whole rather than a part-part sense: “7-2 means they have a 2 out
of 7 chance to beat South” or “For every $2 you put in, you get $7 out (if they win).”
Other responses appreciate the part-whole relationship but have the direction wrong:
“Experts believe North has a 7/9 chance of winning and South has 2/9.” Finally at
Stage 6, the appropriate proportional reasoning and understanding of context are shown:
“North hasn’t got a good chance, like ratio 7:2. A 2/9 chance to win” or “7-2 are the
odds or chance the team has of winning. For every $2 you bet, if they win you get $7
back plus your $2. South are more likely to win.”
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Many other links exist connecting numerical aspects of theoretical probability to
authentic contexts: beliefs in luck, understanding of risk, and classifying groups given
various conditions. These may or may not be accompanied by numbers in the media but
provide excellent opportunities to discuss what information would be needed in order to
make proper interpretations of the statements made (Watson, 2006, Chapter 5).
BEGINNING INFERENCE
Inference is a term that is used by statisticians with a specific meaning most often
associated in beginning courses with z-tests, t-tests, and hypothesis testing. Elementary
students do not have the theoretical background or mathematical skills to carry out such
tests. Hypothesis tests assist in making decisions about opinions that are stated to be
tested at the beginning of an investigation. Similar questions can be asked by
elementary school children and they can learn to collect evidence that helps to answer
them. The fact that answers are not given with certainty is not different from a
hypothesis test, which always has a probability level of uncertainty associated with it.
The degree of uncertainty may be larger for school students but this does not mean that
they should not be involved in such investigations. They lay the ground work for further
more theoretical work in the later years of schooling.
Figure 10 places beginning inference in the context of a complete statistical
investigation. All of the earlier aspects contribute to this aspect, which in its
contribution to the decision-making asked for by the initial question, is the final step in
the process. For young children, however, it is possible to shorten some of the steps in
order to make the point that making a decision is what inference is about.

Figure 10. Links among the ideas and statistical elements associated with inference
(Watson, 2006, p. 189).
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The introduction to inference can be made through the act of prediction and providing
supporting evidence. It can begin with quite young students. The graph and questions in
Figure 11 provide a starting point. To explore students’ ability to engage with the task,
they can be asked factual questions such as “How many children walked to school?” or
“How many more children came by bus than by car?” These questions also focus
attention on the graph as providing information that might be useful for the questions in
Figure 11.

a) Would the graph look the same everyday? Why or
why not?
b) A new student came to school by car. Is the new
student a boy or a girl? How do you know?
c) What does the row with the Train tell about how the
children get to school?
d) Tom is not at school today. How do you think he will

get to school tomorrow? Why?
Figure 11. Task asking for inferences from a pictograph (Watson, 2006, p. 192).
The first question in Figure 11 is another one to set the scene and find out if students
have a basic appreciation of the variation that underlies every statistical investigation.
Almost all students from grade 3 recognize this and at Stage 1 respond in the negative,
for example, “No, someone could be sick.” Using language such as “could” or “might”
indicates the appreciation of uncertainty and variation.
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The second question in Figure 11 provides the opportunity for students to use
information in the graph as evidence to support a prediction but they may instead
choose to use their own local knowledge of such contexts. Some students refuse to
answer the question, responding that not enough information is provided or they do not
know the child in the question. Others base a decision on their own school experience,
“Girl, because at our school more girls come by car.” At the transition between Stage 2,
Informal, and Stage 3, Inconsistent, responses reflect basic uncertainty, “Girl or boy,
there is a 50% chance of each,” or patterns present in the graph, “Boy because it goes
two girls, one boy, and then two more girls, so then it should be a boy.” At Stage 4,
Consistent non-critical, responses focus on the frequency of the data presented in the
graph: “Girl, the majority of people who come in the car are girls”; “Boy because there
are 14 girls and 13 boys so they need one to make it even,” “Boy, 4 girls, 1 boy! The
odds are on another boy.” The final response reflects the “gambler’s fallacy” of
compensating for previous outcomes. The first response may be considered correct from
a statistical point of view but it does not include the element of uncertainty required for
an inferential conclusion. At Stage 6 this is achieved in responses such as the following:
“Probably a girl but could easily be a boy. It’s a guess, more girls currently travel by
car” or “4/5 chance girl, because there are 4 girls and 1 boy.”
The final two questions in Figure 11 lead to similar possibilities of gathering evidence
from the graph to support a response. Some of the explanations, not based on the graph
suggest “causes,” for example for why Tom will take a particular way to school, such as
“broken-leg.” The exploration of cause-effect claims can begin as soon as students have
the literacy and reasoning skills to take in the meaning of the claims. Does studying
more lead to higher examination results? Does the increase in car usage cause an
increase in heart disease? Is beer to blame for violent crime? These are some of the
examples considered in Watson (2006, Chapter 6).
VARIATION
Considering variation last in this paper may be considered unusual since it is claimed to
be the foundation of all statistical investigation (Moore, 1990). The difficulty is that
variation occurs in context and without the previous topics there is no way to discuss
variation. There is variation when data are collected. Showing variation is the purpose
of drawing a graph. The representation highlights clumps, gaps, and outliers. Variation
may be reduced or highlighted in data summaries such as means or ranges. Variation is
even present in chance outcomes and must be acknowledged in the uncertainty stated
when an inference is completed. These relationships are depicted in Figure 12, where
Variation is now placed at the center.
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Figure 12. Links among the ideas and statistical elements associated with variation
(Watson, 2006, p. 218).
Asking students to define “variation” illustrates the difficulty involved; without a
context it is a highly abstract concept to describe. Asking a three-part question may
assist students: (a) “What does ‘variation’ mean? (b) Use the word ‘variation’ in a
sentence. (c) Give an example of something that ‘varies’.” Using two forms of the term
gives clues for some students. Some students still cannot provide more than
idiosyncratic descriptions: “(b) Jayden varies from place to place.” “(a) It means
exactly.” “(a) It shakes. (b) I have a big car that has variation.” The first responses that
seem to reflect a single relevant idea about variation appear at Stage 3, Inconsistent: “(a)
You get a choice. (b) The car varies from sizes and colors.” “(a) Something varies from
the other. (b) The variation between a cat and a dog. (c) Cat and dog.” Straightforward
descriptions with an appropriate example appear at Stage 5, Critical: “(a) How
something changes. (b) The weather.” “(a) Not the same things. (b) There was a large
variation in the score. (c) A team’s score.” At Stage 6, more subtlety is incorporated in
explanations: “(a) Not always the same. A little change in something. (b) Last week we
had a small variation in our timetable. (c) The time the sun goes down varies.” A
detailed description of students’ appreciation of variation in relation to variation in the
weather is given in Watson and Kelly (2005). The concept is not easy for students to
describe but initiating discussion about observed variation in statistical investigations
from an early age should help students develop an intuition about its omnipresence.
Following on from the question about the outcome from tossing a single die discussed
in relation to chance, a consideration of variation in terms of random behavior can occur
by asking students to imagine the tossing of the single die 60 times and recording the
outcomes in a table as shown in Figure 13. The table provides the total of 60 as a
reminder for younger students and the question further asks for the reasons for choosing
the numbers.
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Imagine you threw the die 60 times. Fill in the table below to
show how many times each number might come up.
Number on
Die

How many
times it might
come up

1
2
3
4
5
6
60
TOTAL
Why do you think these numbers are reasonable?
Figure 13. Task to suggest the distribution of 60 tosses of a single die
(Watson, 2006, p. 147).
For some students this is a difficult task with the responses consisting of numerical
values that do not add to 60 or responses with no explanation, such as “[1, 60, 0, 0, 0,
0].” At Stage 1, Idiosyncratic, the suggested numbers add to 60 but display unusual
patterns and/or explanations: “[10, 20, 10, 10, 0, 10] Because you mainly get lower
numbers than higher numbers.” Stage 2, Informal, responses often reflect strict
probability interpretations, “[10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10] Because they all use equal space on
the dice,” or unrealistically small variation, “[9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11] Because the numbers
have the same chance of occurring.” A realistic appreciation of variation shown in the
six numbers chosen or in the explanation for why the numbers are chosen appears in the
lower part of Stage 4, Consistent non-critical: “[15, 8, 9, 13, 10, 6] Because I think
that’s how many times they will come up” or “[5, 10, 10, 10, 15, 10] The dice could roll
anything.” Higher in Stage 4 are the responses that demonstrate appropriate
understanding of variation in both the numerical values and the explanation: “[8, 12, 10,
10, 7, 13] It’s random but there is more chance of getting around 10 or at least a few.”
This description of responses for 60 die tosses demonstrates the range of outcomes
expected from students when completing assessment tasks. This task, however, as well
as the others presented in the paper, are eminently suited to use as whole class, small
group, or individual learning experiences that are then discussed in the classroom. For
teachers to be aware of the stages of development in understanding can assist them in
asking questions that will move students to higher levels.
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CONCLUSION
Many more tasks reflecting the development of understanding covered in this paper are
described in Watson (2006). These tasks are not only based on surveys as are those
discussed here but also based on individual interview protocols used with students in
preschool (aged 6) and from grade 3 up. The interview protocols present extended
scenarios, for example exploring issues of sampling in various contexts, comparing
groups using graphical representations, describing variation in the weather, and creating
and predicting from pictographs. These tasks also provide starting points for classroom
investigations.
It would not be expected that all elementary school students would achieve the highest
level of development on each of the tasks, especially if they are still struggling with
proportional reasoning. Exposure to these and similar tasks, however, provides
pathways for students to develop along over time. They should be introduced to all of
the aspects of a statistical investigation and the foundation concept of variation before
they leave elementary school. As well they should be exposed to the uses of these ideas
in social settings, such as provided by the media.
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ABSTRACT: While many current position papers and policy documents advocate a
place for the use of calculators in elementary education, and point to their potential to
enhance mathematical learning, there is continuing professional uncertainty over how
to realise such aspirations. This paper reviews a pioneering effort to craft a ‘calculatoraware’ number curriculum. It examines pedagogical strategies based on DiagnoseExplain-Reinforce and Observe-Predict-Surpass sequences, and the wider use of
calculators for purposes of Computation-Implementing, Result-Checking, TrialImproving and Structure-Modelling. The paper then reports on research which
examined the long-term impact of such a curriculum. It identifies the complexities of
supporting pupils’ development of personal methods of calculation, and of
systematising such a curriculum to support progression in children’s learning. The
major long-term impact of the curriculum was on pupils’ attitude to mental calculation
and proficiency in it. Pupils proved more prone to calculate mentally, and more liable
to adopt relatively powerful and efficient strategies. Analysis of pupils’ calculator use in
tackling a realistic number problem shows how effective use of the machine calls not
only for mastery of operating procedures but a grasp of underlying mathematical ideas
and the development of distinctive calculator methods. Finally, implications for policy
and practice are suggested, emphasising that a calculator-aware approach cannot
simply be improvised around a conventional curriculum.
Key words: Arithmetic calculators, calculation strategies, elementary school,
mathematics education, number curriculum, student thinking, teaching approaches.

POSITIONING CALCULATORS IN THE CURRICULUM
Professional bodies, such as the North American National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM), have long advocated the integration of calculators into school
mathematics programmes at all grade levels, arguing that “appropriate instruction that
includes calculators can extend students’ understanding of mathematics and will allow
all students access to rich problem-solving experiences” (NCTM, 1998). Indeed, this
position can be seen as a corollary of the broader Technology Principle enunciated in
the influential Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000), which
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propose that “technology is essential in teaching and learning mathematics; it influences
the mathematics that is taught and enhances students’ learning” (p. 24). Nevertheless, as
contributions to a focus issue of that organisation’s Dialogues (NCTM, 1999) vividly
illustrate, argument continues over the place of calculators, particularly in the
elementary school classroom. The debate centres on the relationship between a range of
modes of calculation –including standard written methods and informal mental
strategies– and their contribution –both direct and indirect– to the development of wider
mathematical proficiency.
Prominent concerns surrounding calculator use relate to students’ ‘reliance’ or
‘dependence’ on technology, degenerating into ‘mindless button pushing’ (Mackey,
1999: p.3), serving as ‘a substitute for thinking’ (quoted in Mackey, 1999: p.3).
Extending this theme of cognitive impoverishment, critics suggest that calculator use
has led school mathematics to shift attention from ‘methods to… answers’ (quoted in
Mackey, 1999: p.3), and to neglect the contribution of written algorithms in developing
mathematical concepts (Klein & Milgram, undated: p.2). Such ideas frame a widespread
view that ‘calculators should be used only after students ha[ve] learned how to do the
relevant mathematics without them’ (Ballheim, 1999: p.4). They can then be
represented ‘as powerful tools when used appropriately’, particularly where ‘problem
solving is the main focus’, because they ‘relieve students of cumbersome computation,
allowing them to concentrate on more meaningful mathematical activities’ (Ballheim,
1999: p.4).
In response to such controversies, advocacy of calculator use in school mathematics has
become more muted. As now articulated (NCTM, 2005), it interweaves several strands.
The overarching theme is one of ‘appropriate use of the calculator’ as part of ‘a
balanced mathematics program’ which develops ‘basic mathematical understandings’.
The position appeals first to the way in which ‘technology pervades the world outside
school’, so that ‘students will be expected to use calculators in other settings’. It then
emphasises that ‘teachers can capitalize on the appropriate use of this technology to
expand students’ mathematical understanding, not to replace it’. Finally, it asserts the
continuing importance of ‘written mathematical procedures’ and ‘estimation and mental
math’, arguing that these latter mental skills are ‘essential both for understanding
numbers and because of their usefulness outside school’.
Such responses do not confront the basic charge that calculator use in itself is
cognitively impoverished, even if they represent use of the technology as
mathematically enriching in other forms. This paper will examine what policy-makers
and practitioners might learn in this respect from pioneering work to develop a
‘calculator-aware’ number curriculum (Shuard, Walsh, Goodwin & Worcester, 1991;
Shuard, 1992), and from a subsequent study of its long-term influence on pupil attitude
and attainment (Ruthven, Rousham & Chaplin, 1997; Ruthven 1998, 2001).
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CRAFTING A ‘CALCULATOR-AWARE’ NUMBER CURRICULUM
A project team, aiming to create a ‘calculator-aware’ number (CAN) curriculum,
worked in collaboration with teachers in four clusters of primary schools in England and
Wales to develop a new approach to the teaching of number, based on the following
principles (Shuard et al. 1991: p. 7):
 classroom activities should be practical and investigational, emphasising the
development and use of language, and ranging across the whole curriculum;
 encouragement should be given to exploring and investigating ‘how numbers
work’;
 the importance of mental calculation should be emphasised; children should be
encouraged to share their methods with others;
 children should always have a calculator available; the choice as to whether to
use it should be the child’s not the teacher’s; and
 traditional written methods of calculation should not be taught; children should
use a calculator for those calculations which they could not do mentally.
This was a ‘calculator-aware’ number curriculum in several sense. First, as the last two
principles indicate, it acknowledged the way in which electronic calculation devices
were rapidly displacing written methods outside school. Correspondingly, within project
schools, electronic calculators were to replace written methods as the computational
means of secure resort. Given the degree to which the established number curriculum
centred on the development of standard written methods of calculation, this was a
radical change, not simply removing content and releasing time, but removing a major
organising strand of the curriculum. Equally –as the first two principles indicate– this
new curriculum recognised that numeracy involves exercising number sense as well as
effecting numeric calculation. Here, the curriculum was ‘calculator-aware’ in the further
sense of exploiting use of calculators to stimulate and support children’s exploration of
properties of number (as will be illustrated below). Finally, these varied concerns were
drawn together –as the middle principle indicates– around a curricular strand which
focused on comparing and refining children’s strategies of mental –and informal
written– calculation, seen as a means by which number concepts could be actively
developed. This, then, was a ‘calculator-aware’ number curriculum, but not a
‘calculator-based’ one. Indeed, in some senses, the calculator could be said to have
acted more as catalyst than central agent: underwriting the shift in emphasis from
written to mental calculation, and assisting the shift from a pedagogy of instruction
towards a pedagogy of investigation.
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This type of approach through supported investigation was not without its critics:
For example, 8-9 year-old pupils are to ‘explore number patterns’ (sometimes as
simple as … 91, 81, 71, 61, …) When using calculators, pupils contribute to the
process of finding the result hardly more than if it were dictated to them by the
teacher. The underlying process is totally concealed from them, and the calculator
does not help pupils to understand why the result is true (Bierhoff, 1996: 38-39).
However, what is crucial in such activities is the way in which the calculator is used to
structure the task, so shaping the strategies available to pupils so as to match learning
objectives. Pupils could extend the pattern 91, 81, 71, 61 either by visualising and
following a symbol pattern: 91, 81, 71, 61; or by verbalising and following a name
pattern: ninety one, eighty one, seventy one, sixty one. Tasked to set the constant
function on their calculator to produce the pattern, however, pupils are obliged to
conceptualise it in terms of a repeated number operation. Framed in this way, such a
task can help the teacher to diagnose the extent to which pupils have grasped the
mathematical principles underpinning name and symbol patterns. If necessary, the task
then provides a context in which such principles can be explained. Finally, further tasks
of similar type can be used to reinforce ideas, or diagnose where further teaching is
needed. This exemplifies a Diagnose-Explain-Reinforce sequence of calculator use.
Another appropriate way of using the calculator is through an Observe-Predict-Surpass
sequence. Suppose we wish to move pupils on from the inefficient and unreliable
process of using counting-on as a method of adding 10 to a number. First pupils analyse
what happens when they use the calculator to add 10 to different numbers (with the
machine employed to bypass their use of the count-on procedure, so avoiding rehearsing
and reinforcing it); they then predict the results of machine calculations (so shifting the
function of the calculator towards that of checking their mental calculations); and finally
they try to surpass the calculator, through developing sufficient speed and accuracy in
the curtailed mental strategy to be able to beat someone using the machine.
Used in such ways, the calculator can be the key to structuring an activity to produce
effective learning. Analysis of the range of experiences reported from the CAN project
suggests that the contribution made by calculators can be understood in terms of four
ideal types of use, which will be illustrated and examined in turn
Computation-Implementing is using a calculator to carry out a calculation which has
already been formulated. Such use of calculators enabled children in the CAN project to
carry out –and to envisage carrying out– calculations which would not otherwise have
been feasible for them; for example, single calculations involving large numbers, or
multiple calculations, notably those arising from real problem situations or in
investigating number patterns.
Result-Checking is using a calculator to review a calculation which has already been
carried out. Where the calculation has been done mentally, the calculator provides a
means by which a pupil can gain rapid feedback, on the direct result, but also indirectly
on their mental strategy. Second, where a calculation has been executed on the
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calculator, there are important alternatives to simply repeating the same calculation.
One is to reverse the calculation, working back from the result to the original data –for
example, when a multiplication has been carried out, applying the inverse division.
Another alternative is to reformulate the calculation –for example, repeated addition as
multiplication. Checking, then, has the potential to support learning about the
equivalence of variant calculations, so developing ideas about the structure of number
operations.
By reducing the ‘effort’ of calculation, calculators encourage more spontaneous and
speculative calculation. Trial-Improving is using the calculator to solve a problem by
experimenting with some calculation scheme until a solution is found. Indeed, a general
strategy widely used in the CAN project involved proposing a speculative solution to a
problem –by guessing or estimating– then testing it –through some appropriate
calculation– against the condition it must satisfy. Then, in the light of the information
that the user is able to extract from this feedback –about the nature of the ‘gap’ between
the actual result and the one sought– the proposed solution is revised and retested. This
cycle continues until a satisfactory solution is reached. An example from the early
primary years is of a child trying to find what number to subtract from 67 in order to
arrive at 18; estimating 40 and computing 67 – 40 on the calculator to get 27; then
revising the estimate upwards (Shuard et al., 1991: p. 71).
Structure-Modelling is using the calculator to carry out calculations so as to exemplify
some aspect of the operation of number and calculation and support learning about it.
For example, in response to an early primary pupil who has written two thousand and
ten as 200010, a teacher uses a calculator to show her 2000 + 6 = 2006 and 2000 + 13 =
2013; the pupil herself then carries out further addition calculations –such as 2000 + 17
= 2017– before progressing to entering numbers directly –such as 2039 (Shuard et al.,
1991: p. 13). Similarly, in response to the calculation 1 ÷ 4 = 0.25, a pupil speculates
that ‘a quarter is 0.25’, and then follows this up with 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.25 = 1 and
then 0.25 x 4 = 1 (Shuard et al., 1991: p. 21). There is a sense, of course, in which this
is a form of checking. However, what distinguishes modelling from the other ideal types
is the guiding concern with seeking meaning in, and establishing knowledge of, number
and calculation. It is not the calculation itself which is of primary interest, but the
mathematical ideas, principles and processes underlying it, as interpretable in the
operation of the calculator.
SYSTEMATISING THE CURRICULUM DESIGN
The tangible outcomes of the CAN project were recorded in a text and video prepared
by the project team (Shuard et al., 1991). These illustrate the curriculum principles
presented above through a collage of classroom activities and accounts. The project
team were able to draw on examples from the earlier years of primary school, but not
the later years since the cohorts of children involved in the project had not yet reached
that stage. A more structured curriculum plan was not developed. This reflected the
exploratory and investigative pedagogical approach embraced within the project.
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The CAN project drew to a close as a national curriculum came into force for the first
time, soon followed by a system of national assessment. According to teachers in
former project schools, interviewed after the first full cycle of this new system, the
major influence of the reforms was threefold (Ruthven, 2001). First, some of the
expansiveness of investigative work had gone, and there was a stronger tendency to
structure and foreclose an activity than in the past. Second, although calculators
continued to be readily available in the classroom, there were occasions when their use
was challenged or proscribed. Third, standard written methods of recording and
calculating had been reintroduced. Generally, however, the tenor of teachers’ accounts
was of seeking to retain valued CAN principles and activities, to establish the
legitimacy of these within the new order, and to tighten aspects of their implementation.
Nevertheless, the teachers also pointed to pedagogical tensions arising within CAN. In
supporting pupils’ development of methods of calculation, they were conscious of
having to manage an important tension between pupils’ personal insight and
authenticity on the one hand, and computational accuracy and efficiency on the other.
Another issue was the uncertainty and effort arising from the abandonment of a
conventional mathematics scheme, with limited alternative means of support. In these
circumstances, it was difficult to plan for continuity and progression in children’s
learning, both from lesson to lesson and from year to year. One important effect of the
curriculum and assessment reforms, then, was to press schools to develop a more
systematic approach to number, building on the national frameworks.
ASSESSING LONG-TERM INFLUENCE ON PUPILS
Following the CAN project, favourable findings were reported from one of the
participating clusters of schools, in which the mathematical achievement of the first
cohort of project pupils was compared with that of peers in other schools (Shuard et al.,
1991: pp. 59-60). The following year, the second cohort was involved in a similar
comparison, with results again favourable to the project pupils, but less markedly so
(Foxman, 1996: p. 47). Of course, the tests used did not seek to assess facility with the
standard written methods of calculation which had been a major focus of the
mathematics curriculum in the comparison schools. Indeed, as the CAN project team
scrupulously pointed out, qualifying their reporting of favourable findings, ‘it would not
be possible to equate the conditions in project schools and control schools, and this kind
of quantitative evaluation might be misleading’ (Shuard et al., 1991: p. 55).
Our later study (Ruthven, Rousham & Chaplin, 1997) investigated the long-term
influence of a calculator-aware number curriculum on a cohort of pupils entering
schools after the end of the CAN project, once the exceptional conditions of project
support had been removed. The study compared the attitude and attainment of pupils in
the post-project schools with matched non-project schools. National assessment levels
awarded at ages 7 and 11 were analysed, to determine whether the odds of high or low
attainment in mathematics differed between schools, after taking account of the general
scholastic attainment of pupils. At age 7, the odds of high mathematics attainment were
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found to be significantly greater in the post-project schools, as also were the odds of
low mathematics attainment. In the post-project schools, then, pupils were more likely
to be found at either extreme of the attainment distribution. Comments from teachers in
post-project schools suggested that a plausible explanation was that their emphasis on
investigative and problem-solving tasks produced greater differentiation of experience
between pupils, creating higher expectations of, and greater challenges for, successful
pupils, but providing less systematic teacher intervention to structure and support the
learning of pupils who were making poor progress. However, this differential pattern
did not persist through to the results at age 11, where no substantial differences were
found between post-project and non-project schools, either on national assessments or
on specially devised measures focusing on a range of number concepts. Similarly, no
differences were found in reported enjoyment of number work. However, pupils in the
post-project schools tended to rate mental calculation more positively than pupils in
non-project schools.
Analysis of the strategies used by a structured sample of pupils in tackling a set of
number problems strengthened these findings (Ruthven, 1998). Pupils in post-project
schools proved more prone to calculate mentally. Whereas 38% of pupils in post-project
schools tackled all the problems mentally without any use of written or calculator
computation, only 19% of pupils in non-project schools did so. Whereas only 24% of
pupils in post-project schools used written or calculator computation on more than one
occasion, 52% of pupils in non-project schools did so.
Pupils in post-project schools also proved more liable to adopt relatively powerful and
efficient strategies of mental calculation. For example, in response to the problem of
calculating the cost of five 19p stamps (Table 1), the more powerful mental strategies
involved distribution and sometimes compensation. Whereas 55% of pupils in the postproject schools used a mental strategy of this type to tackle the problem, only 22% of
those in the non-project schools did so.
It is plausible to see these outcomes as reflecting the contrasting numeracy cultures of
the two groups of schools. In the post-project schools, pupils had been encouraged to
develop and refine informal methods of mental calculation from an early age; they had
been explicitly taught mental methods based on ‘smashing up’ or ‘breaking down’
numbers into component parts; and they had been expected to behave responsibly in
regulating their use of calculators to complement these mental methods. In the nonproject schools, daily experience of ‘quickfire calculation’ had offered pupils a model of
mental calculation as something to be done quickly or abandoned; explicit teaching of
calculation had emphasised approved written methods; and pupils had little experience
of regulating their own use of calculators.
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Table 1
Incidence of Strategies for the Stamps Problem: Number of Pupils in Structured Sample
Using Specified Strategy.
Strategy

Examples

Postproject
16

Nonproject
6

Mental
Distribution

Distribution as 10+9: "Times ten is fifty.
Times nine is forty five. Add them
together."
Distribution as 10+10-1: "Five tens are
fifty. Count nine as ten so you’ve got a
hundred. Then take away five."
Distribution as 20-1: "Five twenties which
was one pound. Then I took away five."
Cumulation by 5: "Nineteen times five.
Five, ten, fifteen like that."
Cumulation by 19: Counts on using
fingers. Records 19, 38, 52, 66, 80.
Digit Multiplication: "If you have nine
fives that would be forty five. Add the one
so I added five onto forty five."

3

5

Written Column
Multiplication

1

7

Written Column
Addition

3

1

7

9

29

27

Other Mental

Calculator
Multiplication

Keys [19] [x] [5] [=] 95
Keys [5] [x] [19] [=] 95

Pupils in group

One pupil in each group used more than
one strategy

ANALYSING CALCULATOR-MEDIATED STRATEGIES
The CAN project put into action the idea that: ‘With mental methods… as the principal
means for doing simple calculations… calculators… are the sensible tool for difficult
calculations, the ideal complement to mental arithmetic’ (Plunkett, 1979: p. 5).
However, as noted earlier, national reforms led to a weakening of this position in post-
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project schools, particularly once national assessment framed problems in terms of
standard written methods, or required pupils to show working, or barred use of
calculators. Consequently, the pupils in this follow-up study had not experienced such a
strong emphasis on developing expertise in using calculators. This was illuminated by
analysis of pupils’ responses to a further number problem (Ruthven & Chaplin, 1997).
The ‘coach problem’ was a close variant of an example in the national curriculum: 313
people are going on a coach trip. Each coach can carry up to 42 passengers. How
many coaches will be needed? How many spare places will be left on the coaches.
Pupils were told that they could work out the problem however they liked; in their head,
using pen and paper, or calculator, or a mixture of these. Around 60% of pupils made
some use of a calculator, and three broad types of calculator-mediated strategy were
found: direct-division, repeated-addition and trial-multiplication. Each of these gave
insights into forms of expertise which pupils need to develop in order to use calculators
effectively.
Table 2
Calculator-Mediated Direct-Division Strategies for the Coach problem.
KAREN’S RESPONSE

DAMON’S RESPONSE

Karen keys
[313][÷][42][=]7.452380952
Karen: Whoopsee!
Interviewer: What have you got?
Karen: I’ve got loads of numbers.
Interviewer: Are they any good to
you?
Karen: No
Interviewer: Why?
Karen: I don’t know
Interviewer: Can you understand
what they say?
Karen shakes her head
Interviewer: Okay.
[pause]
Karen rekeys
[313][÷][42][=]7.452380952
[pause]
Karen keys
[42][÷][313][=]0.1341853035

Damon keys
[313][÷][42][=]7.452380952
Interviewer: What have you got?
Any good?
Damon: About seven coaches.
Interviewer: About seven coaches.
[pause]
Damon: I think it’s four.
Interviewer: Four.
Damon: Yeah.
Interviewer: Spare places?
Damon: Yeah.
Interviewer: How did you work that
bit out?
Damon: Because it’s seven point
four.

The most common use of a calculator was for direct-division. The responses of Karen
and Damon (Table 2) exemplify widespread features of such responses. It seems that
Karen’s initial interpretation of the string of digits on the calculator display is that she
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has miskeyed; so she checks by rekeying. When this produces the same result, it
appears that her next interpretation is that she has entered the numbers in the wrong
order within the calculation; her checking shifts towards trialling. Such responses
reflected an expectation that the result of a division should be a whole number. It is not
just that the commonsense of the problem points in this direction. For pupils, mental
and written division were processes within the whole numbers, yielding a quotient and
possibly a remainder; whereas the calculator treats division as a process within the
extended number system incorporating decimals. Equally, pupils’ contact with decimals
had been predominantly in terms of money and measures. Karen did not recognise the
string of digits as a decimal. And Damon interpreted it as a remainder. These examples
highlight the special character of calculator division. Indeed, carefully designed
calculator-mediated tasks can support development of pupils’ understanding of
relationships between division, fraction and decimals; for example, by investigating
which division calculations give the same decimal part (van den Brink, 1993).
Table 3
Calculator-Mediated Repeated-Addition Strategies for the Coach problem.
LIAM’S RESPONSE

KATH’S RESPONSE

Liam: So you need to add up how many
forty twos go into. I’ll do that. I’m sure
you could do it a quicker way but, well.
Liam keys [42][+] [42][+] [42][+] [42][+]
[42][+] [42][+] monitoring intermediate
totals
Liam keys [252][+]
Liam: Oh no!
Interviewer: Where have you got to?
What’s happened?
Liam: Hmmm. Don’t know.

Kath: 42 times
Kath keys [42][x][=]1764
Kath rekeys [42][x][=]1764
Kath: I thought if you could do forty two
times and then equals, it should keep
going, forty two, eighty four like that and
say how many forty twos to get up to that.

Another use of the calculator was for repeated-addition. Liam’s example (Table 3) is
typical, both in its keying pattern and in its eventual breakdown. The calculator leaves
no trace of intermediate results, making any extended calculation incorporating a
parallel mental computation extremely vulnerable to failure through miskeying or losing
track of where the calculation has reached. Pupils who tried to compute mentally
without recording had similar difficulties. In both cases, maintaining some form of
written record provides an important means of augmenting working memory.
Alternatively, use of the calculator constant function offers a way of effecting repeated
computations of this type. Kath was the only pupil who attempted this (Table 3). She
knew that she wanted to repeat an operation, she knew how to get the calculator to do
that, she knew that she wanted the multiples of 42, but misconstrued this as a matter of
repeated multiplication rather than repeated addition.
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Table 4
Calculator-mediated trial-and-improvement strategies for the Coach problem.
JOANNE’S RESPONSE

NICKI’S RESPONSE

Joanne keys [42][x][12][=]504
Interviewer: Why did you do that?
Joanne: Forty two times any number,
but it was a bit too high.
Joanne keys [42][x][10][=]420
Joanne: Forty two times ten, that’s too
high so..
Joanne keys [42][x][8][=]336
[pause]
Joanne: They’d need eight coaches, and
they’d have..
[pause]
Joanne: Twenty three places left over.

Nicki keys [313][÷][5][=]62.6
Nicki: Fifty two.
Nicki keys [313][÷][7][=]44.71428571
Interviewer: Tell me why you’re
choosing these numbers. Why did you
just do five and now you’ve just done
seven.
Nicki: Well, five there were fifty two
and that was too many, and so I tried
seven.
Interviewer: Why? What are the five
and the seven about?
Nicki: How many coaches.
Nicki: Eight now.
Nicki keys [313][÷][8][=]39.125
Nicki: Eight and lots of seats left over.

A final use of the calculator was for trial multiplication, normally taking an estimate of
7 from direct-division and keying [42][x][7][=]294, and often then calculating –usually
mentally– that 294 lay 19 short of 313. However, the typical interpretation of these
findings was that 7 coaches were required with 19 spare places –reflecting a
misconceived association between ‘remainder’ in the calculation and places ‘left’ in the
problem. The only successful use of trial-multiplication, by Joanne (Table 4), took a
rather different form, since she embarked on it immediately as her opening strategy,
rather than following on from direct-division. Using the machine to carry out
computations in a predictably routinised way, Joanne freed her attention to monitor her
strategy and interpret results. And this devolution of computation was systematic, even
extending to multiplying 42 by 10, something which Joanne was very capable of doing
mentally; (earlier in the interview she had successfully mentally multiplied 24 by 10,
answering within one second). Nicki (Table 4) also used a trial-and-improvement
strategy from the start, similarly devolving calculation to the machine. This enabled her
to work with an unusual representation of the problem, in which she focused on the
shared number of passengers per coach, employing trial-division. This example also
brings out another important feature of trialling strategies; that they are disposed to be
self-correcting; Nicki’s misreading of 62 is not critical because it is quickly superseded
by the next trial.
As in all activities concerned with ‘using and applying mathematics’, pupils’ work on
this problem highlights mathematical topics which would benefit from more focused
teaching. Indeed, discussion of the problem itself, and of strategies adopted by pupils,
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provides a good springboard for such work. For example, suitably recorded, Liam’s
repeated addition and then Joanne’s trial multiplication provide the basis for developing
a written technique of division. These examples also show that effective use of a
calculator calls not only for mastery of operating procedures –such as use of the
constant function– but a grasp of underlying mathematical ideas –such as the distinction
between decimal part and remainder– and the development of distinctive calculator
methods –such as that of integer division. These episodes also illustrate how access to a
calculator can enable pupils to tackle a problem using direct strategies calling for
computations beyond their current capabilities in mental and written calculation; and
can support indirect strategies based on trialling or building up towards a solution.
FRAMING POLICY AND PRACTICE
Using a calculator is far from being the unthinking process of popular repute. It is a
matter not simply of operating the machine, but of formulating computations and
interpreting their results, as expressed in the specific terms of the device. In the case of
division, this involves developing an understanding of the relationship of other forms of
the operation to the particular form carried out by the machine, and of different forms of
number representation. Moreover, when more complex sequences of computation are
carried out, structuring these and recording their results may play an important part in
effecting and interpreting the calculation with success. From this perspective, a
calculator does more than simply execute computations; it mediates them.
Consequently, a calculator-aware number curriculum needs to plan for the development
of appropriate expertise in calculator use for specific mathematical purposes; not
assume that little expertise is involved, or that pupils will pick it up informally.
A parallel can be drawn with the way in which long division is presented as a capstone
of the traditional elementary number curriculum; not just as a crowning achievement in
column arithmetic towards which pupils aim, but as a curricular organiser drawing on –
and so having the potential to draw together– many important curricular strands. Both
pedagogically and politically, one of the weaknesses of CAN may have been the
absence of a corresponding calculator-mediated procedure to act as crowning
achievement and curricular organiser. Elsewhere I have outlined how co-ordinated
empty-number-lines provide a means of recording the whole range of informal
strategies for quotient-and-remainder division –mental, calculator and hybrid (Ruthven
2001). This evolving scheme has the potential to support a learning trajectory in which
informal strategies are structured, curtailed, reorganised and refined, leading eventually
to an efficient and systematic calculator-mediated method of quotient-and-remainder
division.
A broader lesson is that a calculator-aware number curriculum is much more than a
conventional number curriculum with calculator use ‘bolted on’. Nor is it a wholly
‘calculator-based’ one. While calculators replace standard written methods as the
computational means of secure resort, children’s strategies of mental and written
calculation retain significance as means by which number concepts can be developed.
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Equally, various forms of calculator use are employed to stimulate and support
children’s exploration of properties of number. Here again, such an approach requires
careful planning, particularly of curriculum sequences to underpin continuity and
progression in children’s learning; it cannot simply be improvised around a
conventional curriculum.
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